
 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
AMY V. PASCHALL 

Epigenetic Mechanisms of Immunoresistant and Chemoresistant Colon 

Cancer Stem Cells 

(Under the direction of KEBIN LIU) 
 

Advanced-stage colon cancer is nearly always treated with a conventional 

chemotherapy known as 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU).  However, colon cancer patients nearly 

always develop a resistance to 5-FU therapy.  Understanding how colon carcinoma cells 

can overcome the mechanisms by which 5-FU induces cell death can thus show great 

promise for improving chemotherapies for patients with advanced stages of the disease.  5-

FU treatment selectively targets rapidly-dividing cells through inhibition of thymidylate 

synthase; thus, slowly-dividing cells are more likely to resist 5-FU therapy and may 

continue to proliferate after receiving high doses of 5-FU.  These cells may therefore be 

enriched and give rise to 5-FU-resistant tumors in vivo.  In this study, we developed human 

metastatic colon carcinoma cell lines that are resistant to 5-FU treatment.  We determined 

that these 5-FU-resistant cells possess properties commonly associated with cancer stem 

cells, such as the ability to form tumorispheres in ultra-low attachment conditions and 

increased expression of certain markers, such as CD133 and ALDH.  We also show here 

that 5-FU-resistant cells may use epigenetic mechanisms to overcome immune-mediated 

tumor growth control via silencing of the death receptor, Fas.  Our experiments show that 

Fas protein expression is decreased in metastatic colon carcinoma cells, and that loss of 



 

 

 

 

Fas function increases spontaneous tumor growth in a mouse model.  We show that 

trimethylation of the histone 3, lysine 9 (H3K9) residue is highly enriched at the FAS 

promoter region in 5-FU resistant cell lines.  Using a selective histone methyltransferase 

inhibitor known as verticillin A, we were able to restore Fas expression in these colon 

cancer cells.  Our in vivo model shows that treatment of tumor-bearing mice with verticillin 

A can enhance the efficiency of 5-FU therapy and inhibit tumor growth.  We thus conclude 

that 5-FU treatment enriches a subpopulation of cancer stem cells which are resistant to 5-

FU and FasL-mediated cytotoxicity via host immune cells, and that inhibiting H3K9 

trimethylation can overcome resistance to 5-FU and restore Fas expression.  
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Immune Surveillance, Chemoresistance, Immunotherapy)  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A. Statement of the Problem  
 

In most cases of human colon cancer, once cells from the primary carcinoma have begun 

to spread to distant organs, removal of the primary tumor is no longer sufficient to 

prevent spread of the disease.  5-Fluoruracil is the standard treatment for patients with 

advanced stages of colon cancer (1, 2).  5-FU preferentially targets rapidly-dividing cells; 

however, most human colon cancer patients eventually experience cancer recurrence and 

eventual mortality.  This is due to a gradual development of resistance to 5-FU, as well as 

resistance to other therapies (3).  Cancer stem cells (CSCs) have been associated with 

chemoresistance in some cancer models (4).  Colon CSCs may therefore be linked with 

human colon cancer recurrence.  However, the mechanisms of CSC enrichment in colon 

cancer are not yet well-understood.  Clarifying the mechanisms of colon CSC enrichment 

and how they can be phenotypically and functionally compared to 5-FU resistant cells 

could thus prove significant for improving therapies to prevent colon cancer recurrence.   

 

CSCs have also been shown to modulate immune anti-cancer activity within the tumor 

microenvironment (5).  Cytotoxic T cells (CTLs) are crucial for control of tumor growth 

and progression in vivo.  CTL activation can induce apoptosis of certain target cells, i.e. 

tumor cells.  T cells may use two key effector mechanisms for the induction of apoptosis 
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of target cells: the perforin pathway and the Fas-FasL pathway (6).  In the latter case, the 

target (i.e., the tumor) cell expresses Fas (also known as CD95, or apoptosis antigen 1, 

APO-1), a death receptor on the cell surface; FasL expressed on the T cell surface binds 

to Fas, initiating the activation of caspases within the target/tumor cell.  Expression of 

both Fas on the tumor cell and FasL on the CTL is thus essential for effective FasL-

mediated apoptosis after T cell activation.  However, some cancers (including colon 

cancer) have little to no Fas expressed on the cell surface.  This silencing of Fas prevents 

the Fas-FasL pathway initiation of caspase-induced apoptosis, allowing the cancer cell to 

avoid CTL surveillance and persist in the developing tumor microenvironment (7).  As 

colon CSCs have been shown to be resistant to immunotherapy (8-11), we hypothesized 

colon cancer cells may use down-regulation of Fas as one mechanism by which they can 

avoid cell death pathways and become enriched after chemotherapy.  Targeting Fas 

silencing and restoring the Fas-FasL pathway could therefore effectively suppress tumor 

growth via promotion of the CTL immune anti-cancer response against therapy-resistant 

colon cancer cells. 

 

However, the mechanism by which tumor cells silence Fas is still unclear.  Gene 

expression may be regulated through genetic mechanisms (i.e. mutations within the gene 

promoter DNA sequence or transcription factors binding to the gene promoter) or through 

epigenetic modifications, which may be reversible.  Certain epigenetic modifications—

such as methylation of DNA or certain histone residues—have been shown to be largely 
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indicative of gene silencing, while histone acetylation is more often associated with 

activation of gene expression.  These epigenetic modifications thus have strong 

implications in cancer growth or suppression, as tumor cells may use these mechanisms 

to silence expression of genes associated with a pro-apoptotic response, or activate genes 

associated with cell proliferation and resistance to cell death. 

 

Literature and our studies denote significantly lower Fas expression in metastatic colon 

carcinoma cell lines compared to the primary cell line (12, 13), suggesting this loss of Fas 

is likely linked to the development of a more malignant cancer cell phenotype.  We have 

identified how a drug called verticillin A will inhibit histone methylation—specifically 

H3K9 trimethylation (H3K9me3)—in colon cancer cells.  Our studies show that 

inhibiting H3K9me3 effectively restores Fas expression in tumor cell lines, thus 

increasing the levels of Fas protein on the cell surface and promoting the FasL-mediated 

tumor cell death.  Our in vivo studies validate the role of H3K9me3 inhibition in 

promoting the CTL anti-tumor response, and show that verticillin A in combination with 

FasL treatment suppresses colon tumor growth with high efficiency.  Our studies also 

show verticillin A effectively sensitizes cells to 5-FU chemotherapy, both in tissue 

culture and in our in vivo mouse model.  This suggests verticillin A also upregulates other 

pro-apoptotic genes to overcome colon carcinoma resistance to 5-FU chemotherapy. 
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Based on these novel observations, we hypothesized that H3K9me3 regulates colon 

carcinoma resistance to CTL immunotherapy and 5-FU chemotherapy; our aims for this 

study were thus to understand how colon cancer cells could become resistant to 5-FU 

chemotherapy, how these resistant cells phenotypically and functionally resemble 

chemotherapeutic- and immunotherapeutic-sensitive colon cancer cells, and how 

epigenetic mechanisms could be involved in colon CSC enrichment. 

 

Specific Aim 1:  5-FU Treatment Selectively Enriches for a Subpopulation of Colon 

Cancer Cells which Resemble Colon Cancer Stem Cells.  We aimed to determine the 

characteristics of colon cancer cells that could tolerate high doses of 5-FU treatments.  

We hypothesized these 5-FU resistant cells would phenotypically resemble CSCs, and 

further aimed to determine markers for these cells.  

 

Specific Aim 2:  Inhibition of H3K9me3 Overcomes Colon Cancer Stem Cell 

Resistance to 5-FU Chemotherapy.  We investigated the mechanisms of colon cancer 

cell resistance to 5-FU and how this process may be regulated through epigenetic 

modifications.  We hypothesized that drugs with epigenetic mechanisms of action could 

target slowly-dividing CSCs as well as differentiated colon cancer cells, thus promoting 

cell death of all cancer cell populations and overcoming 5-FU resistance. 
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Specific Aim 3: H3K9me3 Silences Fas Expression to Confer Colon Carcinoma 

Immune Escape.  We investigated how H3K9me3 regulated Fas expression in colon 

cancer cells.  Based on our preliminary studies, we hypothesized that inhibition of 

H3K9me3 could restore Fas expression in 5-FU-resistant cells, thus improving FasL-

based therapy. 
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B. Review of Related Literature 
 

1. Colon Cancer Progression and Treatments 
 

Colon cancer is the third highest cause of cancer-related deaths in the U.S. (14).  Current 

statistics from the American Cancer Society show that, while improved screening 

methods have decreased overall mortality rates of the disease over the past decade, 

advanced stages of the disease remain problematic for treatment.  Over 93,000 new cases 

for men and women are projected for 2016, while over 49,000 colon cancer-related 

deaths are estimated for the year (15).  Colon cancer often begins as a group of rapidly 

dividing cells forms a growth called a polyp.  Polyps can be non-cancerous, or they may 

be considered pre-cancerous forms called adenomas (16).  As the polyp persists, it can 

begin to grow into the lining of the colon.  The proliferating cells can eventually develop 

metastatic properties and spread to other parts of the gastrointestinal tract or to distant 

organs, such as the liver.  The progression of the cancer determines how it is categorized 

or staged, with higher stages indicating a more progressed disease state (17).  Polyps 

which have not grown into the lining of the colon can often be removed without 

difficulty, thus preventing progression into a cancerous state.  Stages 0, I, and II of colon 

cancer represent cancers which may have grown into the wall of the colon but have not 

yet spread to distant organs such as the lymph nodes.  In stages III or IV of colon cancer, 

the cancer has spread to lymph nodes and/or other distant organs, such as the liver or 

lungs.  While early stages of human colon cancer can usually be treated via removal of 

the cancerous region of the colon, later stages in which the cancer has spread are far more 

difficult to treat.  The American Cancer Society estimates the 5-year relative survival rate 
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for stage IV colon cancer patients to be 11%.   

 

While surgery may often still be feasible to remove some or most of the cancerous area of 

the colon in later stages of the disease, treatment of metastatic cancer cells must be 

accomplished through chemotherapy, radiotherapy, or other targeted non-surgical means.  

The standard therapy for human colon cancer patients in stages III or IV is nearly always 

5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) (18-20), sometimes in combination with other drugs (19, 21, 22).  

5-FU is a pyrimidine analog; specifically, it is an analog of uracil with a fluorine 

replacing a hydrogen at the fifth position of the ring.  5-FU works as an inhibitor of 

thymidylate synthase.  5-FU rapidly enters the cell using the same facilitated transport 

mechanism as uracil.  5-FU is converted to three main active metabolites: 

fluorodeoxyuridine monophosphate (FdUMP), fluorodeoxyuridine triphosphate (FdUTP) 

and fluorouridine triphosphate (FUTP).  5-FU metabolite FdUMP binds to thymidylate 

synthase (TS), the rate-limiting enzyme in the pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis, to block 

the binding of the normal substrate dUMP to inhibit dTMP synthesis.  Depletion of dTMP 

leads to depletion of dTTP, resulting in disruption of DNA synthesis and repair in rapidly 

dividing cells (23).  This leads to a build-up of severely damaged DNA.  Without normal 

DNA repair and synthesis, apoptotic pathways are triggered in the cell, leading to cell 

death.  5-FU is therefore used to target rapidly-dividing cells (as most cancer cells are 

considered to be) to induce apoptosis and prevent colon cancer progression.   

 

Capecitabine is an oral drug which is converted to 5-FU after administration (21); its 

mechanism of action is therefore the same as that of 5-FU: inhibition of DNA repair in 
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rapidly-dividing cells.  Other chemotherapies that may be used for treatment of late stage 

human colon cancer include Oxaliplatin, which is a platinum-based agent that also 

induces cell death through inhibition of DNA repair mechanisms (24). Oxaliplatin is used 

to prevent progression of colon cancer.  Irinotecan is a drug which is administered to 

inhibit topoisomerase I (25).  Irinotecan is converted in the liver to its primary metabolite, 

SN-38.  SN-38 has highly potent activity against topoisomerase I, and is therefore used to 

prevent DNA replication (26).  In most cases, a chemotherapeutic drug is not given alone; 

rather, combination treatments are given to enhance the efficacy of each of the drugs 

involved.  5-FU is often given with one or more adjuvants, and may be co-administered 

with oxaliplatin in a popular regimen called FOLFOX (27).   

 

Other drugs that may be administered for treatment of late stage colon cancer include 

targeted therapies, which may be highly varied depending on the characteristics of the 

particular cancer.  Certain drugs may target the process of angiogenesis, which is 

considered one of the key hallmarks of cancer (28).  Tumor angiogenesis is linked with a 

protein called vascular endoethelial growth factor, or VEGF.  Inhibiting VEGF can thus 

prevent the formation of blood vessels to the developing cancerous regions and therefore 

prevent the flow of nutrients needed for rapidly dividing cells (29).  Another popular drug 

target is the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), a cell-surface protein which can 

trigger signal transduction cascades to promote several pro-proliferative processes, as 

well as promote cancer cell metastasis (30, 31).  Signal cascades are vital processes 

involved in cancer cell proliferation, and therefore any drug that can inhibit these 

cascades may serve to prevent colon cancer progression (32).  Kinases are key proteins in 
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most intracellular signaling pathways.  Kinase inhibitors have therefore been researched 

for their uses in anti-cancer treatments, and some kinase inhibitors (such as Stivarga) 

have been approved by the FDA for the treatment of colon cancer in human patients (33-

37).  Any of these targeted therapies may be given in combination with standard 

chemotherapies.  However, for late stage colon cancer, the primary drug which is nearly 

always used as the basis for any chemotherapeutic regimen is 5-FU (23, 38).  

2. Colon Cancer Resistance to Therapy 
 

Despite the varied treatments available for treatment of colon cancer, recurrence and 

continued progression of the disease nearly always occurs.  This is because in nearly all 

cases of the disease, resistance to therapies develops in the patients.  Most notably, most 

patients become resistant to 5-FU chemotherapy (38).  However, resistance to immune-

based treatments and other therapies have also been shown to occur with high frequency 

(39).  The cause (or causes) of this developed resistance remains unclear.  However, 

many pathways exist in the cancer model which may be up- or down-regulated to affect 

the cellular response to specific therapies.  These treatments, while inhibiting DNA repair 

mechanisms or other neoplastic pathways, may simultaneously stimulate other secondary 

pathways associated with inflammatory mechanisms, angiogenesis, and other aspects of 

cancer progression.  For instance, the TGF- pathway, which is associated with colon 

carcinogenesis (40, 41) has been shown to be activated following repeated 5-FU 

treatments in vivo and in vitro through SMAD3 signaling (42).  This can activate 

pathways associated with the epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT).  Other 

pathways that can prevent the tumors from responding to therapy include hypoxia 

mechanisms or hypoxia-inducible factors (HIF), such as HIF-1.  HIF proteins can 
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essentially rescue colon cancer cells from apoptosis-inducing treatments through 

regulation of DNA repair mechanisms and promoting transcription of pro-survival genes 

(43).  HIF-1 can also regulate drug efflux and response (44, 45), making it a key factor in 

drug treatments.  The levels of HIF-1 have been shown to correlate with colon cancer cell 

response to 5-FU therapy (46).  The direct mechanism of 5-FU therapy may itself cause 

insufficient response to the drug; as has been stated, 5-FU acts through inhibition of 

thymidylate synthase.  However, compensatory mechanisms may exist to increase the 

levels of TS within colon cancer cells (47).  Studies have shown that TYMS, the gene 

responsible for TS, is transcriptionally up-regulated through various mechanisms (48), 

including changes in E2F-1 expression (49).  Increased levels of TS can overcome 5-FU-

mediated inhibition of the DNA repair pathway, thus preventing induction of apoptosis 

and promoting cancer cell proliferation.  Conversely, several tumor suppressor genes 

have been shown to be down-regulated following 5-FU treatment and may determine 

whether the cellular response to 5-FU therapy can be effective (50). 

 

Advanced colon cancer has also been shown to be resistant to radiation therapy (39).  

This resistance to radiotherapy may be linked to prolonged 5-FU treatment (51).  This is 

particularly relevant as many patients receive both chemotherapy and radiotherapy 

regimens concurrently.  Various mechanisms likely contribute to decreased sensitivity to 

radiotherapy, including increases in expression of hypoxia-induced factors (52), growth 

factors (53), and DNA repair mechanisms (54).  Resistance to immunotherapy has also 

been linked to advanced stages of colon cancer.  The concept of immunotherapy has 

become particularly relevant in the field of cancer therapy over the past decade, and 
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several immune-based drugs have been approved by the FDA after showing significant 

clinical improvements in cancer patients.  Immunotherapy in colon cancer is still in the 

early stages; however, many studies are currently underway to determine how the 

immune system is modulated in the colon cancer microenvironment and how T cells 

specifically can be activated to target colon carcinoma cells.  Cancer immunotherapy can 

include vaccination, adoptive T cell therapy, and/or administration of checkpoint 

blockade antibodies, such as PD-1 or PD-L1 antibodies (55-57).  Immune checkpoint is a 

process by which activated immune cells are regulated to prevent autoimmunity, but in 

doing so may prevent T cell activity against cancer cells (58).  Overcoming checkpoint 

via checkpoint blockade (using antibodies, for instance) may therefore increase the 

efficacy of anti-tumor immunotherapy.  While immunotherapy shows great promise for 

preventing colon cancer progression, one significant impediment is the ability of the 

cancer microenvironment to modulate the immune repertoire, and thus become resistant 

to current immunotherapies (59).  This can occur through the production of certain 

cytokines, such as GM-CSF (60-62).  Certain immune regulatory cells—such as myeloid-

derived suppressor cells (MDSCs)—have been shown to accumulate in cancer patients in 

general; high accumulation of MDSCs has been shown in both human colon cancer 

patients and colon cancer mouse models (63, 64).  These MDSCs can thus prevent 

effective immune responses against the progressing colon cancer through inhibition of 

cytotoxic T cell activity.  The tumor microenvironment may also impose a selective 

pressure on both colon carcinoma cells and immune cells to enrich for immune escape 

variants. For instance, colon carcinoma cells that express low levels of death receptors 

such as Fas may become enriched, preventing effective cytotoxic T cell targeting, while 
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antigen-specific immune cells that are more likely to respond to antigenic cancer cells 

may be eliminated by suppressor cells within the tumor microenvironment.  Colon cancer 

cells may also use intrinsic pathways and upregulation of immune tolerance (indicating a 

lack of response by immune cells to a factor that would normally generate an immune 

response) genes to prevent immunogenicity and subsequent avoidance of immune 

targeting (65, 66).  Advanced stages of colon cancer may thus utilize multiple 

mechanisms to escape immune-mediated cell death. 

 

Advanced stages of colon cancer are so difficult to manage due to the ability of the 

carcinoma cells to acquire resistance to standard therapies: primarily resistance to 5-FU 

chemotherapy, but also radiotherapy and immunotherapy.  These resistances can develop 

through many mechanisms as have been discussed.  These mechanisms can vary at the 

levels of intracellular signaling cascades, intercellular regulation, cytokine production, et 

cetera.  However, one common thread for resistance to many types of therapy (including 

chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and immunotherapy) seems to be the concept of the cancer 

stem cell. 

3. Cancer Stem Cell Models 
 

The theory of CSCs is still relatively new and controversial.  Some of the first studies 

supporting the concept of cells pre-disposed to initiate cancer in patients and/or animal 

models was first described in the 1990s using an acute myeloid leukemia (AML) model 

(67, 68).  Upregulation of genes associated with “stemness” have since been shown to be 

upregulated in AML models (69).  Since these pre-disposed cancer cells were first 

identified, the idea of subpopulations of cancer-initiating cells (C-ICs) has been explored 
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in many other cancer models, including breast, brain, and colon (70-72).  The idea of 

CSCs revolves around the capacity of certain cells to self-renew.  In normal tissue stem 

cells, a hierarchy exists in which stem cells may give rise to progenitor cells, which may 

in turn differentiate into specific tissues with clearly defined functions and no renewal 

capacity.  A similar concept underlies the model(s) of CSCs.  However, controversy still 

exists over whether all tumor cells can self-renew, or whether CSCs are required to give 

rise to more tumor cells.  Several models are used to describe the possible hierarchies of 

carcinoma cells in the developing tumor (73).  The stochastic model proposes that all 

tumor cells can be self-renewing and can actually give rise to progenitor cells.  Tumor 

heterogeneity would arise from somatic mutations at the level of differentiated tumor 

cells.  However, in the CSC model, the CSC could both self-renew and give rise to 

committed progenitor cells and/or differentiated tumor cells.  In this model, the CSC 

itself is the linchpin of cancer proliferation, and tumor heterogeneity arises due to 

mutations in the stem cell.  One aspect of the CSC model that is not yet well-understood 

is the origin of the CSC itself (74, 75).  In one model, the CSC originates from mutations 

in a normal tissue stem cell with self-renewal capabilities.  Conversely, mutations in 

differentiated normal cells may confer the “stemness” capabilities of the newly-

developed cancer cell.  The acquisition of stemness characteristics may be linked to 

concurrent EMT transition and other properties of cellular progression into cancer.  One 

other aspect of the CSC models that is still unclear is the frequency at which they occur 

in the tumor microenvironment.  Different cancer models apparently possess different 

self-renewal capabilities.  Researchers have shown that as few as one in four melanoma 

cells may initiate cancer growth in a xenograft mouse model (76).  However, other 
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models show that relatively high unfractionated cell counts are required to initiate cancer 

growth in vivo; this may be due to low frequency of CSCs in the unfractionated cell 

populations or due to different self-renewal capabilities of the CSCs specifically.  This 

ability for certain cells to form a tumor after transplantation forms the basis for much of 

the clinical and in vivo evidence for CSCs.  Tumor transplantations from human patients 

have shown how heterogeneous human tumors can be; some tissue transplants can initiate 

tumors at very low numbers (77).  Similarly, tumor heterogeneity and differential tumor 

initiation capabilities have been shown in various mouse models (78).  As CSCs may 

have been difficult to characterize in general thus far, and even harder to describe at 

specific tissue levels, determining the exact nature of how CSCs grow or how frequent 

they are in heterogeneous tumor populations can be particularly complicated.  

Determining what constitutes a CSC is thus important for understanding its role in cancer 

development, especially in specific cancer models. 

4. Cancer Stem Cell Characterization 
 

CD133, or Prominin-1, is a glycoprotein associated with cell growth and development 

(79).  CD133 has been shown to be expressed on various cell types, including 

hematopoietic stem cells (80, 81).  CD133 was first described as a potential cancer stem 

cell marker in 2000 (82).  Since then, researchers have investigated its potential as a 

marker for cancer-initiating cells through dilution and transplantation analyses.  Human 

colon CSCs were first characterized as CD133+ tumor cells in the heterogeneous colon 

cancer population. In a 2007 study, researchers used a NOD/SCID xenotransplant model 

to test whether certain cellular subsets of human colon cancer were more likely to initiate 

tumor growth, as opposed to the stochastic model in which every cancer cell is equally 
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capable of forming a tumor (83).  CD133+ human colon carcinoma cells were shown to 

initiate tumors at relatively small dilutions (1 x 103 cells/mouse), whereas very few mice 

developed tumors at all after receiving CD133- transplantations at even higher cell 

densities.  CD133+ human colon carcinoma cells are apparently correlated with cancer 

initiation and resemble the original malignancy in vivo (83, 84).  CD133 has since 

become one of the most commonly used markers for human colon CSCs (83-93).  

Extensive efforts have been devoted to identify additional colon CSC markers that further 

phenotypically and functionally define colon CSCs.  Certain proteins associated with the 

epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) are most likely linked with the progression 

of cancer, and thus the CSC phenotype.  Such markers may include vimentin (which is 

associated with cell integrity) (94), EpCam (which is involved in cellular adhesion) (95), 

OLFM4 (which has been associated with both cell adhesion and anti-apoptotic pathways) 

(96), and CEACAM1 (which is also involved in cellular adhesion) (97).  Some genes 

linked to cell cycle and proliferation have also been associated with the stem cell 

phenotype, such as B7-H1 and p21 (98). Certain CSC markers that may be more specific 

to colon cancer include KRT19 (keratin 19) (99), FABp2 (100), EphB2 (101), EpCam 

(102), CD166 (92, 95, 102-104), ALDH (105-107), DCLK1 (108), and CD26 (109).  

CD44 (102, 110), as well as its variant CD44v6 (111), is a glycoprotein associated with 

cell adhesion and migration that has also been extensively studied with regard to colon 

CSCs (88, 92, 93, 95, 102, 111-115).  Lgr5 is a colon stem cell marker, and experiments 

have been performed to determine if it could also be used as a colon CSC marker (116-

119).  The use of Lgr5 with regard to CSCs is still debatable, however, as some studies 

have shown that Lgr5- cells may actually be more representative of colon CSC 
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populations (99). 

 

Human CD24 has also been studied as a potential CSC marker in a variety of cancer 

models (120, 121).  CD24 is a protein that is expressed on the cell membranes of 

lymphocytes and myeloid cells, where it is involved in cell adhesion and differentiation 

(122).  However, CD24 may also be expressed on non-hematopoietic cancer cells (123, 

124).  Lower expression of CD24 has been used as a CSC marker in breast cancer; 

however, higher expression of CD24 has been proposed as a CSC marker in colon cancer 

cells (88, 103, 114, 120, 125-128).  Both CD24hi and CD24lo subsets have been shown to 

possess CSC properties (125-130).  Additionally, CD24 has been correlated with 

decreased human colon cancer patient survival (131) as well as tumor progression (88, 

103, 114) and chemoresistance (129). 

 

CSCs have thus far been particularly difficult to define based on phenotypic and 

functional markers. For example, even though CD133 is widely used as a CSC marker, 

its suitability as a colonic CSC phenotypic marker is still controversial (84, 95, 132). 

Also, characterizing CSCs in general, and colon CSCs in particular, based on certain 

phenotypic markers is still ambiguous. Human colon CSC markers are often unstable and 

likely vary depending on tumor stages, the types and timing of therapies and the tumor 

microenvironment (133-136). Therefore, the characterization and use of colon CSC 

phenotypic markers should be used as relative and cellular contextual parameters rather 

than as general properties of the tumors (137).  
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5. Cancer Stem Cell Therapy 
 

Like other types of human cancer cells, human colon cancer cells are now considered to 

be highly dynamic heterogeneous populations that are continuously reshaped by 

epigenetic and microenvironmental factors (74, 138, 139).  Therefore, a conventional 

idea is that chemotherapeutic agents such as 5-FU kill sensitive tumor cells selectively to 

enrich the resistant subsets of tumor cells.  Cancer stem cells may be more slowly-

proliferating or quiescent compared to differentiated tumor cells (140-142).  Because 5-

FU preferentially targets rapidly dividing tumor cells, quiescent colon CSCs may be 

spared by the chemotherapy, resulting in a relative increase in the CSCs due to the 

selective survival of the CSC subset.  Several studies have shown that 5-FU therapy 

selectively enriches subsets of colon cancer cells with colon CSC phenotypes, including 

CD133+, CD44+ and Lgr5+ colon CSCs (143-146).  Gastric cancer cell lines that survived 

5-FU treatments were shown to have increased self-renewal capabilities as well as 

increased expression of CD133, CD326, and B lymphoma Mo-MLV insertion region 1 

(BMI1), which have all been associated with the CSC phenotype (100). Colon CSCs 

persistence has been not only associated with drug resistance, but resistance to radiation 

as well (147).  

 

One key mechanism of the anti-tumor response in vivo is immune activation.  While the 

idea of tumor immunity was once controversial, the emerging clinical success of PD-

1/PD-L1-based checkpoint blockade immunotherapy in human cancer patients has 

highlighted the critical importance of the immune system in protection of the host against 

cancer (148-151).  Cancer vaccines and adoptive T cell therapy are just some of the ways 
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researchers have been using the immune system to control tumor growth.  Like 

chemotherapy, the immune system, while suppressing tumor cells through its cytotoxic 

effector mechanisms, also imposes a selective pressure on the target tumor to enrich 

immune escape variants (152).  However, whether these immune escape variants 

resemble CSCs is not clear.  The process of immune anti-tumor control can be 

compromised when immune cells themselves are regulated, exhausted, or otherwise 

functionally impaired.  This can occur in several ways: tumor cells may down-regulate 

pro-death cell surface signaling molecules to avoid triggering CTL-mediated killing (153, 

154); tumor cells may also produce certain factors that promote activity of regulatory T 

cells (Tregs) or myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) that inhibit CTL activity 

(155).  Inflammatory cells—including MDSCs—may even directly affect tumor cell 

activity and growth through the production of certain cytokines (136, 156-158).  In one 

recent study, when ovarian cancer cells were co-cultured with MDSCs before 

transplantation, the number of cells needed for tumor induction was significantly 

decreased (159).  These observations suggest that MDSCs condition and enrich the 

cancer stem-like tumor-initiating cell populations.  Certain tumor cells can, in turn, 

promote MDSC accumulation through the production of myeloid-stimulating cytokines 

such as GM-CSF (160, 161).  Thus, deregulated immune activity can promote tumor 

persistence and recurrence through promotion of CSCs. The impact of the immune 

system on colon CSCs is still unclear. 

6. Epigenetic Modifications in Colon Cancer and Cancer Stem 
Cells 

 

Epigenetic modifications are reversible changes to the structure of DNA regions through 
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chemical additions to histones or to the DNA itself.  Such modifications include DNA 

methylation, histone acetylation, histone methylation, and ubiquitination, among many 

others.  Epigenetic regulation can also include gene-regulating RNAs, such as 

microRNAs (162).  These epigenetic regulating factors can thus determine if certain pro-

proliferative, anti-apoptotic, or other genes associated with the cancer phenotype are up- 

or down-regulated, particularly in response to certain drugs or other stimuli which 

promote epigenetic enzyme activity, such as DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) or 

histone deacetylases (HDACs) (163, 164).  Epigenetics are generally considered to be 

heritable reversible changes; however, whether certain modifications that generally fall 

into the category of “epigenetics” are necessarily heritable remains debatable (162).  

Epigenetic changes do not involve changes to the DNA sequence itself (i.e. mutation), 

but typically involve changes that regulate gene expression through modifications which 

affect the structure of the chromatin, allowing or preventing transcription of genes at a 

particular region (165). 

 

Epigenetic modifications play vital roles in transcriptional regulation of key genes 

associated with cancer and stem cells (163, 166, 167).    Epigenetic regulation may also 

be involved in the enrichment of chemoresistant sub-populations of cancer cells, 

particularly in the colon where the process of colonic precursors to fully differentiated 

colon endothelial cells must be tightly regulated (145, 164).  Any modifications to the 

genome that promote transcription of pro-proliferative genes could thereby promote 

colon carcinomas.  Genes associated with advanced stages of colon cancer, therapeutic 

resistance, or the cancer stem-like phenotype could be key targets for epigenetic drug 
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therapy (164, 168-170). Several histone modifications, including H3K9me3, have been 

shown to silence pro-apoptotic gene expression, thereby promoting cancer cell 

proliferation and resistance to cell death (170-177). 

 

DNA methylation in particular is an epigenetic modification that has been highly 

associated with almost all types of human cancers.  DNA methylation in humans occurs 

through the action of DNMTs, including DNMT1, DNMT3a, and DNMT3b (178).  These 

enzymes would therefore be considered ideal molecular targets for preventing DNA 

hypermethylation, which can prevent transcription of key anti-cancer genes.  Decitabine 

is a DNMT inhibitor currently approved by the FDA for certain blood disorders, and has 

been shown to promote apoptosis of cancer cells, including human colon carcinoma cells 

(178, 179).  DNA hypermethylation can also affect cell cycle genes, whereby the 

developing cancer cells can escape checkpoint blockade and senescence (180).  As such, 

DNA hypermethylation plays a key role in the development of stemness of colon cancer 

cells (181).  In a recent study, DNMT1 was shown to be associated with CSC enrichment 

in vivo; sphere-forming tumor cells were shown to express higher levels of DNMT1 in 

vivo (182).  Mammary tissue from DNMT1/ mice has been shown to contain fewer 

numbers of CD49+CD24- cells, and had a much lower percentage of tumor incidence 

following xenograft transplantation, suggesting inhibition or ablation of cancer-initiating 

stem cells in these populations (182).  In another study, cell lines derived from 

glioblastoma stem cells had much higher patterns of DNA methylation at key tumor 

suppressor genes including PENK, GATA6, and TES compared to parent glioblastoma 

cell lines (183).  
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The link between DNA methylation and CSCs has also been investigated specifically in 

colon CSCs.  Research has shown that tumor cells treated with Decitabine were 

sensitized to 5-FU therapy and less likely to form stem cell-like spheres in culture 

through increased expression of the tumor suppressor gene, spinophilin (184).  Similarly,  

knockout of DNMT1 in human colon carcinoma cells showed decreases in CD44+CD24+ 

cell numbers as well as impaired tumor-initiating capabilities compared to the parental 

tumor cells (185).  Furthermore, DNMT3a expression is higher in colon adenomas and in 

Lgr5+ colon CSC-like cells than in normal mucosal tissue (186).  These observations thus 

suggest that DNMT3a is also upregulated in Lgr5+ progenitor cancer cells.  

Consequently, conditional deletion of DNMT3a inhibited the capacity of these cells to 

form tumors in the colons of immunodeficient mice (186). Overall, these studies 

demonstrated a key role of DNMTs in CSC development. 

 

Histone modification is another example of an epigenetic mechanism that regulates 

transcription of genes associated with cancer progression, differentiation and stemness 

(187-189).  Histone lysine deacetylases (HDAC) and histone acetyltransferases (HAT) 

modify the lysine side chain of chromatin histones to modulate gene expression through 

opposing mechanisms (190, 191).  HDACs are highly expressed in cancer cells that are 

often associated with decreased acetylation of chromatin histones, transcriptionally 

inactive chromatin conformation, and loss of gene expression (192, 193). Several HDAC 

inhibitors, such as Vorinostat, have been approved for patient treatment by the FDA and 

are also commonly used in cancer research.  Other HDAC inhibitors such as MGCD0103 
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are currently undergoing clinical trials (194).  Cancer cells may use coordinated DNA 

hypermethylation and histone de-acetylation to silence the expression of tumor 

suppressor genes, thereby controlling cross-talk networks between the two epigenetic 

mechanisms in regulation of gene expression to their advantage (179, 195). HDACs have 

been shown to regulate intestinal stem cell homeostasis, and inhibition of histone de-

acetylation by HDAC inhibitors inhibits the ability of cancer-initiating cells to form 

spheres in stem cell-conditioned media (188).  Inhibiting both HDACs and DNMTs has 

been shown to overcome the tumor-initiating capabilities of proposed breast cancer stem 

cells (196).  However, the role of histone acetylation in regulation of human colon CSC 

stemness has not been thoroughly explored.  

 

Histone methylation can also affect whether or not certain genes are transcribed, although 

its classification as a transcriptionally active or repressive state may be dependent on the 

cell type, as well as the particular lysine residue that is affected.  Histone 

methyltransferases (HMT) have been shown to be upregulated in certain types of cancers 

(171). The Enhancer of Zeste homolog 2 (EZH2) enzyme is a HMT known to be 

involved in different signaling pathways and gene regulatory pathways associated with 

colon cancer.  This regulation may have direct and/or indirect effects on tumor 

progression.  For instance, epidermal growth factor (EGF) and its receptor (EGFR) are 

involved in pro-proliferative signaling pathways in multiple cancer types, including colon 

cancer.  Research has recently shown that inhibition of this pathway can be enhanced by 

concomitant inhibition of EZH2 using a specific HMT inhibitor, UNC1999 (197).  HMTs 

may act in concert with histone acetylation and DNA methylation to regulate tumor 
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suppressor genes, suggesting multifaceted epigenetic regulation of tumor suppressor 

genes in human colon cancer (179, 198).  HMT regulation can also affect pathways 

associated with stem cell-like phenotypes.  EZH2 has been shown to be highly 

upregulated in poorly differentiated breast CSCs through increased H3K27 methylation 

(199).  Furthermore, active (as opposed to repressive) histone methylation marks at stem 

cell genes can also affect cancer progression.  H3K4me3 is associated with 

transcriptional activation, and has been shown to be enriched at promoter regions of 

certain stem cell genes, including NANOG, OCT4, and MYC (200).  The implications of 

histone methylation regulation of colon CSCs have yet to be determined. 

 

H3K9me3 is a key epigenetic regulator of transcription and is associated with 

transcriptionally repressive chromatin structure (171).  H3K9me3 may also act together 

with DNA methylation to determine chromatin structure (201).  Increased levels of 

H3K9me3 at multiple sites in the genome have been linked to cancer progression, 

recurrence, and decreased survival rates in a variety of cancer models (177, 202, 203) 

(204).  Any mechanism by which H3K9me3 can be inhibited could therefore be a useful 

target for restoring expression of tumor suppressor genes that may be silenced via 

methylation of this residue, potentially promoting cancer cell death or cell cycle arrest, 

inhibiting tumor growth, or overcoming cancer resistance to various chemotherapies 

(170-173, 205).  However, while DNMT and HDAC inhibitors have been successfully 

developed for clinical use in the treatment of human cancer, HMT inhibitors have not yet 

been approved for clinical use, and development of efficacious yet minimally toxic HMT 

inhibitors is still in relatively early stages (174, 206, 207). 
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7. Immune Modulation of Colon Cancer Stem Cells 
 

While epigenetic mechanisms may affect CSC populations intrinsically, immune 

mechanisms may account for CSC enrichment through extrinsic mechanisms.  Emerging 

evidence indicates that CSCs are continuously shaped by tumor microenvironmental 

factors (74, 136, 138, 208). These factors may include cytokines IL17A, IL22 and TGF, 

tumor stromal factors BMP antagonists, matrix metalloprotienases, hepatocyte growth 

factor (HGF), osteopontin (OPN) and Jagged 1 (135, 138, 159). Immune cells, including 

T cells and MDSCs, comprise some of the major populations of cells in the tumor 

microenvironment (209).  In addition, immune modulatory molecules such as IL17A, 

IL22 and IL10 are often present in the tumor microenvironment (98, 135, 136, 159).   

Epigenetic mechanisms may therefore interfere with interactions between CSCs and 

immune cells in the tumor microenvironment (135, 210).   

 

Epigenetic regulation of MDSCs has not been well-studied. However, histone acetylation 

has recently been implicated in the differentiation and suppressive phenotype of MDSCs 

in vivo (211).  Specifically, when HDAC11 is knocked out in mice and these animals are 

challenged with tumor cells, MDSCs from the spleens of these mice are shown to have a 

more inhibitory effect on IFNproduction in T cells, which correlates with the 

production of immune suppressive cytokine IL10 (211).  The co-localization of MDSCs 

and CSCs in the tumor microenvironment and the resultant cancer persistence and 

progression suggest a close relationship between MDSCs and CSCs.  In colon cancer, 

epigenetic and immune regulation of cancer can work both ways: just as epigenetic 

changes in colon CSCs may regulate immune activity, so also immune cells can induce 
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epigenetic changes that promote colon cancer stemness (136, 210).  MDSCs have been 

shown to trigger miRNA-101 expression in cancer cells, thereby repressing the co-

repressor CtBP2 which directly targeted stem cell core genes (159). Therefore, the 

MDSCs-miR101-CtBP2-stem cell core genes axis extrinsically controls cancer stemness 

to impact patient outcome.   

 

IL-22+ immune cells have been shown to protect developing colon tumors.  Co-culture of 

IL22+ T cells with colon cancer cells in stem cell-specific media resulted in increased 

sphere formation.  IL22+ cells were also shown to activate the STAT3 transcription 

pathway and upregulate expression of an HMTase, disruptor of telomeric silencing 1-like 

(DOT1L) (210).  DOT1L methylates H3K79, and was shown to be associated with the 

transcription of several stem cell-associated genes, including NANOG and SOX2.  

Another mechanisms by which the immune system can modulate colon CSCs (and vice 

versa) is through regulation of Fas.  The primary function of Fas is induction of apoptosis 

after binding to its ligand on immune cells (212-218).  Fas expression has also been 

shown to be regulated through various epigenetic mechanisms (179, 219, 220).  

Inhibition of DNA methylation and histone acetylation can increase Fas expression (179).  

The interplay of immune modulators and epigenetic regulators is thus an important 

consideration in the understanding of colon CSCs and resistance to therapy. 

8. Fas Function in Tumor Growth Control 
 

One of the key mechanisms of the anti-cancer immune response is the Fas-FasL pathway 

(221).  Fas is a death receptor expressed on the surface of certain target cells, such as 

tumor cells.  FasL is primarily expressed on activated CTLs under physiological 
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conditions (222).  FasL expressed on T cells recognizes Fas expressed on tumor cells, 

initiating a cell-death response against the tumor cell (212, 213, 215, 216, 218, 222, 223).  

The host immune system uses FasL of the CTLs to engage Fas to induce tumor cell death 

as a key mechanism of its cancer immune surveillance (221).  In this way, Fas expression 

is essential for cytotoxic T cell-mediated inhibition of cancer development (217, 219, 

221).  However, Fas expression may be decreased in developing tumor tissue (224-229).  

This downregulation of Fas may serve as a mechanism of immune escape and subsequent 

tumor progression (220).  Resistance to Fas-mediated apoptosis is linked to recurrence 

and adverse prognosis in human colon cancer patients (221, 229).  Furthermore, if the 

Fas-FasL pathway is disrupted (through deletions or mutations of the genes), patients 

may develop autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome (224, 230).  These patients are 

also more likely to develop a variety of cancers (224-228). 

 

Fas is highly expressed in normal human colon epithelial cells but is diminished in colon 

carcinoma cells, whereas complete silencing of Fas is often see in metastatic human 

colon carcinoma cells in vivo (12, 231).  Thus, human colon carcinoma cells may use 

silencing of Fas to evade host cancer immune surveillance to advance the disease (198). 

Treatment of metastatic human colon carcinoma cells with Decitabine and Vorinostat 

cooperatively increases Fas expression and sensitizes tumor cells to FasL-induced 

apoptosis in vitro and CTL-mediated tumor suppression in vivo (179).  This is 

particularly relevant as Fas has also been shown to mediate colon cancer cell sensitivity 

to 5-FU (232, 233), and increased numbers of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes within the 

tumor microenvironment are positively correlated with increased survival of colon cancer 
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patients (229, 234, 235).  Restoring Fas expression and promoting CTL anti-tumor 

activity could potentially eliminate colon CSCs and promote 5-FU-based chemotherapy 

or FasL-based immunotherapy. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Human Colon Cancer Cell Lines 

Human colon cancer cell lines RKO, HCT116, LS411N, COLO205, T84, HT29, SW480 

and SW620 were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). 

 

Selection of 5-FU-Resistant Human Colon Cancer Cell Lines 

5-FU was obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and suspended in DMSO.  

Human colon carcinoma cell lines LS411N and SW620 cells were cultured in the 

presence of increasing 5-FU concentrations. 5-FU culture treatments were started at 0.05 

g/mL. Cells were harvested and cultured again every seven days with increasing 

concentrations of 5-FU: 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 g/mL. Cells that survived the highest 

concentration of 5-FU were maintained and cultured as 5-FU-resistant, or 5-FU-R, cells. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Scheme of establishment of 5-FU-resistant colon cancer cell lines.  LS411N 

and SW620 cells were treated with increasing concentrations of 5FU over a period of 

weeks, each time selecting for live cells. 
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Cell Viability Assays 

Cells were seeded in 96-well plates at 2x103 cells/well in 100 l culture medium for 3-5 

days. Cell viability assays were performed using the MTT cell proliferation assay kit 

from ATCC according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

 

Flow Cytometry 

Cells were harvested and washed with PBS.  Cells were then stained with fluorescent 

dye-conjugated anti-CD133 (Miltenyi Biotec, San Diego, CA), anti-CD44 (Miltenyi 

Biotec), anti-CD24 (Biolegend, San Diego, CA), anti-Fas (Biolegend), and anti-LGR5 

(Biolegend) monoclonal antibodies. Cell samples were analyzed using flow cytometry 

and dot plots were generated for each sample.  IgG antibodies were used to account for 

autofluorescence and gates were set on each dot plot relative to the IgG.  Populations that 

fluoresced with greater intensity that that seen with the IgG-control samples were 

considered antibody-positive populations.   

 

Cell Sorting 

Cells were harvested and washed with PBS.  Cells were then stained with fluorescent 

dye-conjugated anti-CD133 and anti-CD24) monoclonal antibodies. Cell samples were 

analyzed using flow cytometry and dot plots were generated for each sample.  IgG 

antibodies were used to account for autofluorescence and gates were set on each dot plot 

relative to the IgG.  Populations that fluoresced with greater intensity that that seen with 

the IgG-control samples were considered antibody-positive populations.  CD133+ and 
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CD133- cells were sorted from human colon carcinoma LS411N and SW620 cell lines in 

the Flow Cytometry Core Facility at the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC). 

CD133+ cells were further sorted into CD133+CD24hi and CD133+CD24lo cells at the 

Flow Cytometry Core Facility at MUSC. 

 

Tumor Sphere Formation 

Tumor cells were cultured at 1x105 cells/well in 200 l DMEM medium plus 20 ng/mL 

EGF and 10 ng/mL basic FGF (PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ). Cells were cultured in ultra-

low attachment surface polystyrene 96-well plates for 7-21 days and analyzed using light 

microscopy.  Wells were counted per total well surface area. 

 

Immunohistochemistry 

The Cooperative Human Tissue Network (CHTN, Southern Division, University of 

Alabama) provided human colon carcinoma specimens from patients without 

chemotherapy and patients who had previously received 5-FU chemotherapy.  Each 

specimen and chemotherapy history was reviewed by a board-certified Pathologist at the 

CHTN Southern Division. Human colon cancer tissue microarray slides were provided by 

CHTN (Mid-Atlantic Division, University of Virginia). National Cancer Institute (NCI) 

pathologists and statisticians designed the tissue microarray slides for examination of 

associations of markers with patient clinical outcomes. The tissue slides were stained 

with anti-human CD133 monoclonal antibody (MiltenyiBiotec).  Slides were 

counterstained with hematoxylin (Richard-Allan Scientific, San Diego, CA).  The 
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Georgia Esoteric Molecular Laboratory at the Medical College of Georgia performed 

immunohistochemistry staining. 

 

DNA Microarray 

RNA was isolated from tumor cells using Trizol (LIFE Technologies, Carlsbad, CA).  

RNA was then purified using chloroform and isopropanol.  The quality of RNA was 

analyzed on a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) and assured by 

a RNA Integrity Number (RIN) ≥ 7.  Gene expression profiling was performed using the 

Human Gene 2.0ST array (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA).  Total RNA samples were 

processed using the Ambion WT Expression Kit (LIFE Technologies) and GeneChip WT 

Terminal Labeling kit (Affymetrix).  The synthesized sense strand cDNAs were then 

fragmented and biotin-labeled using GeneChip WT Terminal labeling kit.  The labeled 

cDNAs were hybridized onto the arrays using AffymetrixGeneChip Fluidics Station 450 

systems according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The expression data was imported into 

Partek GS version 6.6 using standard import tools with GC-RMA normalization.  

Differential expression was calculated using ANOVA. Differentially expressed genes 

were analyzed by clustering and tree view programs as previously described (67). 

 

ALDH Protein Measurement 

ALDH protein levels were assessed using the ALDEFLUOR kit (STEMCELL 

Technologies, Cambridge, MA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  Cells were 

harvested, washed with ALDEFLUOR Assay Buffer, and resuspended in ALDEFLUOR 

Assay Buffer.  Samples were stained with ALDEFLUOR Reagent (5 L per mL of 
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sample) and incubated for 60 minutes at 37oC.  ALDEFLUOR DEAB Reagent-treated 

samples were used as negative controls.  Cell samples were washed with ALDEFLUOR 

Assay Buffer and analyzed using flow cytometry. 

 

Acid Extraction and Western Blotting Analysis 

For acid extraction (to enrich histones), cells were harvested under cold conditions (4oC 

whenever possible) and centrifuged.  The cell pellet was resuspended in NETN buffer (20 

mM Tris –pH8, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA) containing proteinase and phosphatase 

inhibitors for 30 minutes. Samples were centrifuged and the supernatant was resuspended 

in 90 l of 0.1M HCl for 30 minutes at 4oC.  Samples were centrifuged and 10 l 1M 

Tris-HCl, pH 9.0 was added to the supernatant containing proteins. Protein 

concentrations were determined using a Bradford assay and the samples were boiled with 

SDS loading dye.  Proteins samples were run in SDS protein gels, which were transferred 

to membranes using electrophoresis.  The membranes were probed with antibodies 

specific for H3K9me2 (Active Motif, Carlsbad, CA) and H3K9me3 (AbCam, Cambridge, 

MA). Afterwards, the membranes were stripped and incubated with anti-H3 (Cell 

Signaling, Danvers, MA) for use as a control. 

 

Enzyme Activity Assays 

The enzyme activity of Verticillin A was tested at Reaction Biology Corporation 

(Malvern, PA) using a  10-dose IC50 mode with 3-fold serial dilution starting at 10 μM. 

SAH (S-(5'-Adenosyl)-L-homocysteine) was used as a positive control in each assay and 

tested in a 10-dose IC50 mode with 3-fold serial dilution starting at 100 μM.  
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DNA Methylation Analysis 

Genomic DNA was purified using the DNEasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Sodium bisulfite treatment of genomic DNA was performed 

using a DNA Modification Kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. The methylation-specific PCR was performed using the PCR 

primers in Table 1. 

 

Table I: PCR Primer Sequences.  cDNA sequences were obtained from UniGene and 

primers were designed using the MacVector program. 

 

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Assays (ChIP) 

ChIP assays were carried out using the Upstate (Cat# 17-295, Lake Placid, NY) protocol.  

Briefly, cells were cultured and proteins were crosslinked to DNA using formaldehyde at 

a final concentration of 1%.  Cells were pelleted and lysed in SDS Lysis Buffer (1% SDS, 
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10 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris-Cl-pH 8.1) with proteinase inhibitors.  Samples were pelleted 

and supernatant was sonicated to shear DNA.  Samples were diluted in ChIP Dilution 

Buffer (0.01% SDS, 1.1 % Triton X-100, 1.2 mM EDTA, 10.7 mM Tris-Cl-pH 8.1, 107 

mM NaCl).  To reduce background, samples were pre-cleared with Protein A 

Agarose/Salmon Sperm DNA.  Samples were then incubated with anti-H3K9me3 

(Abcam), H3K9ac (Cell Signaling), or RNA PolymeraseII (Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA) 

antibodies overnight.  FAS promoter DNA was detected by PCR using promoter-specific 

primers as listed in Table 1.   

 

ChIP-Sequencing 

Chromatin was isolated from LS411N-5FU-R cells (two independent samples) and 

digested with micrococcal nuclease to generate mononucleosomes using the Simple ChIP 

Enzymatic Chromatin IP Kit (Cell Signaling) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

Chromatin fragments were then incubated with anti-H3K9me3 antibody (Abcam) and the 

chromatin-antibody complexes were isolated using Protein A Agarose/Salmon Sperm 

DNA (Millipore).  The ChIP DNA fragments were then prepared using the TruSeqChIP 

Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA) and sequenced using a High-Seq 

2500. Sequence reads in the FASTQ format were generated by Illumina pipeline 

CASAVA 1.8.2, and were analyzed using MACS 1.4.2 as described (236). Peaks were 

annotated using in-house scripts and genes that showed a peak in the promoter were fed 

into Panther to perform functional analysis.  Normalized read depths in wiggle files 

generated by MACS were used to generate window enrichment of 200 base pairs with 

steps of 100 base pairs using an in-house script. The UCSC genome graphs plotted the 
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overall enrichment. The maximum enrichment of windows from 4000 base pairs 

upstream and 1000 base pairs downstream of the transcription initiation site in a gene was 

correlated to gene expression. For each bin of gene expression, the distribution of ChIP-

seq enrichment was drawn in a box plot using the R program. 

 

Cell Surface Death Receptor Analysis 

LS411N-5-FU-R and SW620-5-FU-R cells were plated at 1x105 cells/well in 24-well 

plates.  Cells were then treated with 0, 20, or 50 nM verticillin A (dissolved in DMSO) 

for 24 hours.  Cells were harvested and stained with human anti-DR4 (TRAIL-R1, 

H5101, Alexis Biochemical, Farmingdale, NY) or anti-DR5 (TRAIL-R2, H5201, Alexis 

Biochemical) and analyzed using flow cytometry.  For Fas cell surface expression, cells 

were stained with human anti-Fas monoclonal antibody (Biolegend) and analyzed using 

flow cytometry. 

 

Cell Apoptosis Analysis 

Cells were treated with verticillin A (20 nM) and/or MegaFasL (250 ng/ml) for 24 hours. 

Floating and adherent cells were collected in Annexin V binding buffer (10 mM HEPES-

pH 7.4, 140 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2 in deionized water) and incubated with propidium 

iodide (PI) and Annexin V (AV).  Samples were analyzed using flow cytometry. The 

percentage of apoptosis was calculated using the difference in PI+AV+ cell numbers 

between the treatment of interest and the control group. 
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Gene Silencing 

SW620-5FU-R cells were transiently transfected with four Fas-specific siRNAs or 

scrambled siRNA (Qiagen) using Lipofectamine2000 (Invitrogen) in OPTI-MEM 

medium (Gibco) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  Cells were transfected for 24 

hours.  RNA was then isolated from the cell samples and RT-PCR performed to 

determine Fas silencing.  Fas siRNA samples which were shown to inhibit Fas expression 

sufficiently were used for the functional siRNA experiments.SW620-5-FU-R cells were 

seeded onto 24-well plates at 2.5x105 cells/well with scrambled (200 nM) or Fas (200 

nM) siRNA for 24 hours.  Cells were then harvested, washed, and plated in 24-well plates 

at 2x104 cells/well.  Cells were treated with or without verticillin A (20 nM) and/or 

MegaFasL (APOXIS SA) (250 ng/mL) for 24 hours.  Cells were collected and analyzed 

for cell death by staining with AV and PI as described earlier. For sensitivity to 5-FU and 

verticillin A, cells were treated with or without verticillin A (20 nM) +/- 5-FU (1 g/mL) 

for 72 hours and analyzed for cell death by staining with Annexin V and PI and flow 

cytometric analysis. G9a-, SUV39H1- and SUV39H2-specific siRNAs were obtained 

from Santa Cruz Biotech (Cat# sc-43777, sc-38463 and sc-106822). SW620-5-FU-R cells 

were transiently transfected as previously described. Cells were then analyzed for G9a, 

SUV39H1, SUV39H2 and Fas expression using quantitative RT-PCR and primers listed 

in Table 1. Acidic extracts were also prepared from these cells and analyzed by Western 

blotting using anti-H3K9me3 antibody (AbCam) and anti-H3 antibody as a control.   

 

Human Colon Carcinoma Xenograft Mouse ModelSW620-5FU-R cells were injected 

into athymic mice subcutaneously at a dose of 2.5 x 106 cells/mouse. Five days later, 
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tumor-bearing mice were randomly divided into 4 groups. The tumor-bearing mice were 

injected with saline (control, n=5), 5-FU (25 mg/kg body weight, n=5), verticillin A 

(1mg/kg body weight, n=5), or 5-FU plus verticillin A (n=5) intravenously at days 5, 7, 9, 

11, and 13. Tumor size was measured after each treatment. Mice were sacrificed at day 

15 after tumor transplantation.  Blood was collected from each mouse and the serum was 

isolated from each blood sample.  The serum was then analyzed for liver enzyme profiles 

at the Georgia Laboratory Animal Diagnostic Service (Athens, GA). 

 

Mouse Orthotopic Colon Cancer Model 

BALB/c or FasL-deficient (Faslgld, Jackson Laboratory) mice were anesthetized with 

continuous 2% isofluorane (Piramal Healthcare) in O2 at a flow rate of 2 liters/minute.  A 

small abdominal incision was made beneath the ribcage using sterile scissors.  The cecum 

was extracted (invasiveness was minimized whenever possible and sterile gauze was used 

to reduce the risk of infection). Colon26 murine tumor cells (2x105 cells in 20 l PBS) 

were injected into the cecal wall using a sterile tuberculin syringe. The abdominal 

incision was closed using sterile wound clips. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

All statistical analysis was performed using SAS 9.2, and statistical significance was 

assessed using an α level of 0.05. Kaplan-Meier patient survival and cancer recurrence 

analyses were used to examine differences in time to recurrence by CD133 

immunohistochemical staining intensity. A log rank test was used to assess differences in 
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survival between the groups. Student’s t test was used to compare differences between 

treatment groups. A p value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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III. RESULTS 
 

CD133+ colon cancer cells are enriched in 5-FU resistant cells. 

We first developed 5-FU-resistant human colon carcinoma cell lines.  SW620 and 

LS411N human metastatic colon carcinoma cells lines were treated with increasing 

concentrations of 5-FU.  After each treatment, live cells were selected for continued 

culture.  We therefore developed cell lines capable of proliferating at relatively high 

concentrations of 5-FU (Figures 1 and 2). 

 

We then used flow cytometry to attempt to characterize the differences in these 5FU-

resistant cells compared to the parent cell lines or primary cell lines.  We initially 

hypothesized that these cells may be 5-FU-resistant due to the enrichment of colon CSCs, 

which are typically considered CD133+ and/or CD44+.  We compared CD133 cell surface 

expression in the 5-FU-R cell lines compared to the parent cell lines, and saw that 

CD133+ expression is higher in both LS411N-5-FU-R and SW620-5-FU-R compared to 

the parent lines.  CD44 expression, however, is only enriched in LS411N-5-FU-R 

compared to the parent cell line (Figure 3).  We therefore conclude that while CD133 

may serve as a viable marker for the 5-FU-R cells, CD44 expression is less consistent and 

may be cell line dependent.
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Figure 2: 5-FU-resistant cell lines are resistant to 5-FU-induced cell death.  LS411N, 

SW620, and the 5-FU-resistant cells were seeded in triplicate onto 96-well plates and 

treated with varying concentrations of 5-FU for 3 days.  MTT assays were performed to 

determine cell viability.  OD670 was measured using spectrophotometry (SpectraMax), 

and the viability of untreated cells was measured as 100% cell viability.  The percent 

viability of the 5-FU treatments was measured based on the difference of OD670 

compared to the untreated wells. 
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Figure 3: Cell surface phenotypes of SW620 and LS411N parent and 5-FU-R cell lines. 

Parent and 5-FU-resistant human colon carcinoma cell lines were harvested and stained 

with anti-CD133 and anti-CD44 fluorescent antibodies.  Cells were analyzed using flow 

cytometry.  Plots are representative images of triplicate flow samples.  Bar graphs show 

quantifications of each phenotype. 
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CD133 and CD44 expression are not indicative of tumorisphere formation potential 

in human colon carcinoma cell lines. 

In order to determine if CD133+CD44+ cells could be correlated with colon CSCs and the 

ability to form spheres in stem cell conditions, we used flow cytometry to determine CD133 

and CD44 cell surface expression in seven different human colon cancer cell lines.  RKO, 

HCT116, COLO205, LS411N, and SW480 are cell lines established from primary tumors, 

although LS411N has been shown to possess metastatic characteristics.  SW620 and T84 

are cell lines established from metastatic biopsies.  CD133+cells represent relatively small 

populations in each cell line, although they seem to be comparatively enriched in SW620, 

LS411N, and T84 cells (Figure 4).  When these cell lines were cultured in ultra-low 

attachment plates in stem-cell-conditioned medium, three cell lines (LS411N, SW620, and 

T84) showed high numbers of tumorispheres, whereas the other cell lines had very little 

cell growth, as indicated by simple aggregates or single cells (Figure 5).  These three cell 

lines thus seem predisposed to sphere formation and may therefore include higher numbers 

of stem cells.  We were particularly interested in comparing SW480 and SW620 cell lines, 

as these represent primary and metastatic (respectively) cell lines obtained from one 

individual.  The metastatic cell line shows much higher tumor sphere formation than the 

primary cell line (Figure 6). 
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Figure 4: Human colon carcinoma cell lines show differential CD133 and/or CD44 

expression.  The indicated human colon cancer cell lines were stained with anti-CD133 

or anti-CD44 fluorescent antibodies.  Samples were then analyzed using flow cytometry.  

Panel A shows representative plots of CD133 and CD44 cell surface expression, using 

anti-IgG antibodies as controls.  Panel B indicates quantification of the flow data in 

triplicate.  
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Figure 5: Sphere formation capacity of human colon cancer cell lines. The indicated 

human colon cancer cell lines were cultured in serum-free medium plus EGF and basic 

FGF in ultralow adhesive culture plates for 7 days. Shown are representative images of 

each of the cell lines.  
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Figure 6: Sphere formation capacity of primary versus metastatic human colon cancer 

cell lines. Human colon cancer cell lines were cultured in serum-free medium containing 

EGF (20 ng/mL) and basic FGF (fibroblast growth factor, 10 ng/mL) in ultralow adhesive 

culture plates (Corning) for 7 days.  Representative images were obtained using light 

microscopy.   

 

5-FU therapy is linked with increased CD133 protein expression in human colon 

cancer tissue. 

To determine if enrichment of CD133+ cells are also seen in vivo, we obtained colon 

tissue samples from colon carcinoma patients who had or had not received 5-FU 

treatment.  We stained these samples with anti-CD133 antibody and analyzed the tissues 

for CD133 protein levels.  We show that four out of five 5-FU-treated patient samples 

show very strong CD133+ staining, whereas four out of five untreated patient samples 

showed no or very weak CD133+ staining (Figure 7).  We therefore suppose CD133+ cell 

enrichment occurs as a result of 5-FU treatment in vivo. 
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Figure 7:  Enrichment of CD133+ cells in 5-FU-treated human tumor tissue. 

Human colon carcinoma tissues from five 5FU-treated and five untreated patients were 

obtained from the Cooperative Human Tissue Network. Immunohistochemical staining 

was performed using anti-CD133 antibody. CD133 expression is indicated with brown 

antibody staining, with counterstaining by hematoxylin in blue. Shown are representative 

images of colon carcinoma tissues from each of the five patients without prior 5-FU therapy 

(U1-5) and with 5-FU therapy (F1-5). Red arrows indicate representative CD133+ cells, as 

determined by a board-certified pathologist at the Department of Pathology at the Medical 

College of Georgia. 

 

CD133 expression levels are not necessarily correlated with human colon cancer 

patient survival or cancer recurrence. 

Based on the human colon tumor tissue results (Figure 7), we hypothesized that CD133 

would be an ideal marker for 5-FU resistant cancer cells, and that higher CD133 expression 

would indicate decreased chance of survival and shorter time until cancer recurred in 

human patients. We analyzed CD133 protein levels in tumor specimens from 147 

colorectal cancer patients and used statistical analyses to determine if any difference 

existed between tissues with high CD133 expression and tissues with low CD133 

expression.  However, no significant difference was seen between the two groups and  

CD133 protein levels do not seem to correlate with time until patient death (Figure 8A) or 

cancer recurrence (Figure 8B).  
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Figure 8: The levels of CD133+ cells in human tumor tissue do not correlate with patient 

survival or time to recurrence.  Tissue microarray slides containing human colon cancer 

specimens (n=141) were stained for CD133.  The samples were graded according to the 

intensity of CD133 staining.  Red lines indicate CD133- (little to no CD133 expression) 

tumor tissues and blue lines indicate CD133+ (high levels of CD133) tumor tissues. 

Samples were statistically analyzed for correlation with A) patient survival, and B) time 

until cancer recurrence.  Shown are Kaplan-Meier survival curves. 
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CD133 alone does not account for resistance to 5-FU. 

Based on our findings that CD133 is enriched after 5-FU treatment, but CD133 is not 

correlated with colon cancer recurrence, we decided to test whether CD133 enrichment 

was directly correlated with 5-FU resistance.  To test this, we sorted CD133+ and CD133- 

cells from both LS411N and SW620 cells to establish four cell lines: LS411N-CD133+, 

LS411N-CD133-, SW620-CD133+ and SW620-CD133-. We then plated these cells with 

increasing concentrations of 5-FU (up to 2 g/mL) to determine if the populations differed 

in 5-FU resistance.  We used MTT assays to determine if cell growth was inhibited, and 

saw no difference in 5-FU sensitivity in either the SW620 or LS411N cell lines (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: CD133+ colon cancer cells are not resistant to 5-FU treatments.  CD133+ and 

CD133- cells were sorted from SW620 and LS411N cells as previously described.  The 

sorted cells were cultured in the presence of 5-FU at the indicated concentrations for 3 

days and MTT assays were performed to determine cell viability.  OD670 was measured 

using spectrophotometry (SpectraMax), and the cell viability of untreated cells was 

measured as 100% cell viability.  The percent viability of the 5-FU treatments was 

measured based on the difference of OD670 compared to the untreated wells. 
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Gene expression profiles of 5-FU-resistant human colon cancer cells. 

We have shown that both of our established 5-FU-resistant cell lines—LS411N-5FU-R and 

SW620-5FU-R—include a subset of cells which are CD133+. However, sorted CD133+ 

cells show no difference in their sensitivity or resistance to 5-FU treatment compared to 

the CD133- sorted cell lines.  We therefore hypothesized that 5-FU-resistant cells are a 

small subset of CD133+colon cancer cells.  We therefore performed DNA microarray 

analysis to attempt to characterize the particular subset of 5-FU-resistant CD133+ cells.  

We compared each 5-FU-R cell line with its corresponding CD133+ sorted cell line to 

determine which genes were differentially expressed and could therefore serve as potential 

markers for the proposed CSC population (Figure 10A). A total of 1599 were differentially 

expressed by at least twofold between LS411N-CD133 and LS411N-5-FU-R; 2099 genes 

showed at least twofold differential expression between SW620-CD133 and SW620-5FU-

R cells.  When comparing both sets, 207 genes were differentially expressed in both pairs 

of cells (Figure 10B).  We were particularly interested in genes that have been associated 

with stem cell function or CSC markers, including Lgr5 and CD24.  Decreased expression 

of CD24 has been used as a marker in breast CSC models but has not yet been fully 

characterized in colon CSC markers. Based on our results, we show that CD24 expression 

is lower in both sets of 5-FU-R cells than in the corresponding CD133+ cell lines (Figure 

10C). 
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Figure 10: Differential gene expression profiles of 5-FU-R and CD133+ cell lines.  A.  

5-FU-resistant cell lines and sorted CD133+ cell lines were obtained from parent human 

colon carcinoma cell lines (LS411N and SW620).  RNA was obtained from each 5-FU-

resistant and CD133+ cell line. cDNA was generated from RNA samples using reverse 

transcriptase and each sample was analyzed using a DNA microarray.  B. Analysis of the 
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differentially expressed genes between CD133+ cells and 5-FU-R cells. Genes whose 

expression levels were up- or down-regulated by at least two-fold in CD133+ cells 

compared to 5-FU-resistant cells for each pair were selected for analysis.  The number of 

differentially expressed genes of each pair and the commonly differentially expressed 

genes between both pairs of cells are indicated within the Venn diagram.  C. The 

commonly differentially expressed genes in two pairs of cells as shown in A and B 

(n=207) were analyzed using the Cluster 3.0 program.  The gene expression patterns were 

analyzed in a one-dimensional hierarchical clustering to generate gene dendrograms 

based on the pair-wise calculation of the Pearson coefficient of normalized fluorescence 

ratios as measurements of similarity and linkage clustering. The clustered data were 

loaded into gene clustering program (Java TreeView) and displayed by the graded color 

scheme. Genes that have known functions in stem cell maintenance (CD24, LGR5 and 

SOX2), cell proliferation and death (PCNA, CASP3, MLKL, DUSP5, DUSP6, NFKB2, 

and HDAC5), immune response (IL17RB and IL20RB) are indicated.  Red columns 

indicate genes with higher expression in LS411N-CD133+ and SW620-CD133+ cells as 

compared to the 5-FU-R counterparts.  Green columns indicate genes with higher 

expression in 5-FU-R cells compared to CD133+ counterparts. The color bar at the 

bottom panel represents the levels of differential gene expression. The number above the 

bar indicates fold changes. 
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CD133+CD24lo colon cancer cells are more resistant to 5-FU treatment. 

CD24 expression in relation to CSC is still not well understood.  Whether high or low 

expression corresponds to the CSC subpopulation may be dependent on the tissue.  Our 

gene expression experiments show that CD24 expression is lower in 5-FU-resistant cells; 

we therefore hypothesized that low CD24 expression was correlated with 5-FU resistance, 

and that CD133+CD24lo cells could represent colon CSCs in concurrence with our 

hypothesis that a specific subset of CD133+ cells is linked to 5-FU resistance. While neither 

LS411N nor SW620 included any CD24- cells, we sorted CD24lo cells from both of our 

CD133+ cell lines.  We first used flow cytometry to compare cell surface phenotypes of 

our different subsets: parent, 5-FU-R, CD133+, and CD133+CD24lo.  In both cell lines, the 

sorted CD133+CD24lo cells phenotypically resemble the 5-FU-R cell lines with regard to a 

specific subset of CD133+ cells with low CD24 expression (Figure 11).  We next tested 

these cell lines’ sensitivity to 5-FU using MTT assays. Our results show that 

CD133+CD24lo cells in both cell lines were not as sensitive to higher concentrations of 5-

FU as the parent or CD133+ cell lines (Figure 12).  We also compared tumorisphere 

formation in the four subsets of both cell lines; we expected that if CD133+CD24lo cells 

represent a specific population of colon CSCs, these cells and the 5-FU-R cells would show 

higher numbers of tumorispheres when cultured in low attachment plates. While both 

LS411N and SW620 parent cells already exhibit high potential for sphere formation (as 

shown in Figure 6), we observed that the CD133+CD24lo cells showed even higher sphere 

numbers than the parent or CD133+ cell lines (Figure 13).  We therefore conclude that 

CD133+CD24lo phenotypically resemble colon CSCs and/or 5-FU resistant colon cancer 

cells.  
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Figure 11: CD133+CD24lo cells phenotypically resemble 5-FU-resistant human colon 

carcinoma cells. A. CD133+ and CD133+CD24lo cells were sorted from parent cell lines 

at MUSC (note: due to technical difficulties in sorting CD24lo populations, cell sorting 

purity was not 100%).  Cell lines were cultured for 2-3 days to increase cell numbers 

before flow cytometric analysis was performed.  LS411N and SW620 parent cells, 5-FU-

R cells, CD133+ cells, and CD133+CD24lo cells were stained with CD133- and CD24-

specific antibodies and analyzed by flow cytometry. Shown are representative images of 

one of two independent experiments. B. FlowJo was used to analyze the mean fluorescent 

intensity (MFI) of the CD24 staining intensity. Shown are histograms comparing the MFI 

of all four subsets of LS411N and SW620 cell subsets, using anti-IgG staining as a 

control.  The MFI of the four subsets of LS411N and SW620 cells was quantified. 

Column: mean; Bar: standard deviation.  
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Figure 12: CD133+CD24locells are resistant to 5-FU treatments.  The four subsets of 

LS411N and SW620 cells were plated in 96-well plates and treated with 5-FU at varying 

concentrations for 3 days.  MTT assays were performed to determine cell viability.  

OD670 was measured using spectrophotometry (SpectraMax), and the cell viability of 

untreated cells was set as 100% cell viability.  The percent viability of the 5-FU 

treatments was measured based on the difference of OD670 compared to the untreated 

wells.  
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Figure 13: Tumor sphere formation of sorted human colon cancer cell subsets.  The 

four subsets of SW620 cells were cultured in ultra-low attachment 96-well plates at 1 x 

105 cells per well in 100 L serum-free medium containing EGF and FGF.  Total spheres 

per well (in triplicate) were counted under a light microscope and graphed. Column: 

mean; Bar: standard deviation. ** indicates a p value of less than 0.05, with each sample 

compared to the parent cell line.  
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CD24lo colon carcinoma cells represent a more mesenchymal phenotype. 

To determine if CD24 expression alone could be used as a marker for 5-FU resistant cells, 

we sorted CD24hi and CD24lo cells from each parent cell. We then used MTT assays to 

determine if CD24hi cells were more sensitive to 5-FU treatments than the sorted CD24lo 

cells.  Our results show that, while a small difference may exist between the SW620 CD24lo 

and CD24hi cells, this difference is not seen in the LS411N cells (Figure 14).  We cannot 

therefore conclude that CD24lo cells necessarily represent our population of 5-FU resistant 

cells, or it may be cell-line dependent.  However, to determine if CD24lo cells exhibit a 

more mesenchymal phenotype, we isolated RNA from each set of sorted cells and 

performed quantitative PCR analysis of vimentin, which is frequently used as a 

mesenchymal marker.  We observed significantly higher expression of vimentin in both 

CD24lo cell lines compared to the corresponding CD24hi subsets (Figure 15).  CD24 may 

therefore be linked to EMT; further studies are warranted to determine the role, if any, 

CD24 may play in mesenchymal progression. 
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Figure 14: CD24locells do not correlate significantly with 5-FU resistance.  LS411N 

and SW620 cells were stained with anti-CD24 antibody and sorted into CD24hi and 

CD24lo cells at the Flow Cytometry Core Facility at Augusta University. The sorted cells 

were then cultured in 96-well plates with 5-FU at the indicated concentrations for 3 days.  

MTT assays were performed to determine cell viability.   
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Figure 15: CD24locells  show higher vimentin expression.  RNA was isolated from 

sorted CD24hi and CD24lo cells and cDNA was synthesized.  Quantitative RT-PCR was 

used to analyze expression of vimentin (triplicate wells for each sample), using -actin as 

a control.  Expression of vimentin in LS411N CD24hi cells was arbitrarily set to 1 and 

relative fold change of the other samples is shown. 
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CD133+CD24lo human colon carcinoma cells express significantly higher levels of 

ALDH than parent cell lines. 

As aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) has been studied in relation to colon CSCs 

previously, we used flow cytometry to determine if ALDH was more highly expressed in 

any of our sorted cell lines.  We observed higher levels of ALDH in both sets of 

CD133+CD24lo cells (Figure 16).  However, while ALDH was more highly expressed in 

the SW620-5-FU-R cells compared to the corresponding parent cell line, we did not 

observe this same trend in the LS411N-5-FU-R cells.  ALDH expression may therefore be 

linked with a different function of CD133+CD24lo cells than resistance to 5-FU.  More 

studies would be warranted to determine if ALDH is correlated with 5-FU resistance. 
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Figure 16: CD133+CD24lo human colon carcinoma cells express higher levels of 

ALDH.  Subsets of LS411N and SW620 cells were analyzed for ALDH enzyme levels 

using the ALDEFLUOR Kit (STEMCELL Technologies) and subsequent flow cytometry 

analysis.  FlowJo was used to determine the MFI of each sample in triplicate.  Column: 

mean; bar: standard deviation.  
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Verticillin A overcomes metastatic colon cancer resistance to 5-FU-induced apoptosis 

in vitro. 

For our first specific aim, we established two 5-FU-resistant human colon carcinoma cell 

lines and showed how these cells possessed properties of colon CSCs.  For our second aim, 

we planned to investigate how this resistance to chemotherapy and enrichment of colon 

CSCs could be overcome in vitro and in vivo.  As 5-FU therapy may be improved upon 

addition of an adjuvant drug treatment, we decided to test the efficacy of one of our drugs 

of interest—verticillin A—at sensitizing 5-FU-resistant cells to sublethal doses of 5-FU.  

Verticillin A was initially identified through broad screening attempts to identify a novel, 

naturally-occurring anti-cancer compound.  Verticillin A was obtained from Verticillium-

infected wild mushrooms and determined to have potent anti-cancer activity in vitro (237). 

Previous research has shown that verticillin A can induce colon cancer cell death through 

up-regulation of certain pro-apoptotic genes without exhibiting high toxicity to normal 

human cells in vivo (238).  We therefore used an apoptosis assay to determine if verticillin 

A could induce cell death of 5-FU-R cells when treated in combination with 5-FU.  We 

show here that, when LS411N-5FU-R and SW620-5-FU-R cells are cultured with both 5-

FU and verticillin A, the combined treatment is significantly more effective at inducing 

cell death than either verticillin A or 5-FU alone (Figure 17).  We therefore hypothesized 

that verticillin A could overcome 5-FU chemoresistance and used an in vivo model to 

examine its efficacy. 
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Figure 17: A. Verticillin A sensitizes colon carcinoma cells to 5-FU.  LS411N-5-FU-R 

and SW620-5-FU-R were treated with verticillin A (20 nM) and/or 5-FU (1 g/uL) for 3 

days.  Floating and adherent cells were harvested and stained with Annexin V and PI.  

Cells were analyzed with flow cytometry, using isotype-matched IgG antibody staining to 

account for autofluorescence.  B. Percentages of double-positive cells in Panel A were 

graphed, relative to control (untreated) samples.  Column: mean; bar: standard deviation.  

**p<0.01  
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Verticillin A enhances 5-FU-mediated tumor growth suppression in vivo. 

We used a colon carcinoma mouse model to determine if verticillin A effectively sensitized 

tumors to 5-FU-mediated apoptosis in vivo.  We injected 5-FU-resistant colon carcinoma 

cell lines subcutaneously into athymic mice and began treatment with 5-FU, verticillin A, 

or both 5-FU and verticillin A intravenously every two days.  After fifteen days, we 

sacrificed the mice and measured and weighed each tumor (Figure 18).  Mice that received 

both 5-FU and verticillin A presented with much smaller tumors than mice that received 

either single treatment, which had smaller tumors than mice that received PBS as a control.  

We conclude that verticillin A can promote tumor growth inhibition in combination with 

5-FU, and may effectively kill colon cancer cells that are resistant to, and enriched by, 5-

FU therapy. 
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Figure 18: A. Verticillin A and 5-FU effectively suppress tumor growth in vivo.  A. 

SW620-5FU-R cells (3.5x105 cells/mouse) were injected subcutaneously into athymic 

mice (n=20).  After 5 days, mice were randomly divided into four groups (n=5) and treated 

with 5-FU (25 mg/kg), verticillin A (1 mg/kg), or both 5-FU and verticillin A every 2 days.  

Saline was used as a control treatment (n=5).  Mice were sacrificed 15 days after tumor 

implantation and tumors were harvested.  Images were obtained of tumors at day 15. B. 

Tumor sizes for each group were measured after each treatment. Shown are tumor growth 

kinetics; statistical analysis was performed using a student’s t test.  C. Tumors were 

resected and weighed after the mice were sacrificed.  Average tumor weights and statistical 

significance for each group are shown. 
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Verticillin A is a selective histone methyltransferase inhibitor. 

In a screening effort to identify naturally-occurring anti-cancer compounds, researchers 

determined that verticillin A (Figure 19) is a chemical agent with potent activity against 

human cancer cells (238). In investigating the mechanism by which verticillin A can induce 

cell death of cancer cells, researchers have shown that this compound increases expression 

of pro-apoptotic genes, including BNIP3, which is normally silenced through DNA 

methylation in human colon carcinoma tissues and cell lines (175, 238).  We therefore 

initially hypothesized that verticillin A inhibits DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs), which 

are enzymes that regulate DNA methylation.  However, we show here that verticillin A 

does not inhibit the enzyme activity of DNMT1, DNMT3a, or DNMT3b (Figure 20A).  

Furthermore, methylation-specific PCR shows no change in the methylation pattern of the 

BNIP3 promoter region in verticillin-A treated colon carcinoma cells compared to 

untreated cells (Figure 20B).  We therefore conclude that verticillin A is not a DNMT 

inhibitor.  

 

We then hypothesized that verticillin A may be inhibiting histone methylation.  Using an 

IC50 serial dilution model, we screened enzyme activities of several known histone 

methyltransferases (HMTs) with increasing concentrations of verticillin A, and identified 

four specific HMTs that were significantly inhibited by verticillin A in vitro: G9a, GLP, 

SUV39H1, and SUV39H2 (Table 2). 
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Figure 19: A. Structure of verticillin A. 

Verticillin A is a natural small molecule extracted from wild deathcap mushrooms. 
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Figure 20: Verticillin A does not inhibit DNA methylation.  A. The enzyme activities of 

DNMTs were plotted against increasing concentrations of verticillin A using 3H-S-

adenosyl-methionine as substrate.  Three independent IC50 assays were performed.  Shown 

is one representative graph of these assays.  S-Adenosyl-l-homocysteine (SAH), a known 

DNMT inhibitor, was used as a positive control.  C. Top: The human BNIP3 promoter 

structure is shown with the CpG island indicated in gray.  Below: SW620 and LS411N cell 

lines were treated with verticillin A at the indicated concentrations for 3 days.  Genomic 

DNA was obtained from each sample and methylation-specific PCR (MS-PCR) was used 

to determine BNIP3 promoter DNA methylation; the methylation-specific primers are 

listed in Table 1.  U: unmethylated; M: methylated. 
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HMTase 

Verticillin A 

(IC50M) 

SAH 

(IC50M) 

DOT1 NI 1.99 

EZH2 NI 46.8 

MLL1 3.08 2.36 

MLL2 NI 131 

MLL3 NI 9.69 

MLL4 NI 7.61 

NSD2 4.13 5.05 

PRMT1 NI 0.34 

PRMT3 NI 1.59 

PRMT4 NI 0.358 

PRMT5 NI 0.775 

PRMT6 NI 0.295 

SET7 >10 33.5 

SET8 NI >100 

SETMAR >10 3.07 

SMYD2 >10 1.22 

EZH1 NI >100 

G9a 0.538 4.45 

GLP 1.27 0.345 

SUV39H1 0.573 >100 

SUV39H2 0.481 57.3 

* NI: No inhibition at 10 uM concentration 

 

Table II: Verticillin A IC50 for HMTases. 

Verticillin A was tested in an IC50 against 21 HMTases using SAH as a positive control, 

and exhibited potent inhibitory activity against G9a, GLP, SUV39H1, and SUV39H2.  
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Verticillin A inhibits histone 3 lysine 9 (H3K9) methylation. 

SUV39H1, SUV39H2, G9a and GLP have all been associated with methylation of the 

lysine 9 residue of histone 3 (H3K9me) (176, 239).  We hypothesized that if verticillin A 

can effectively inhibit the enzyme activity of these HMTs, the levels of H3K9me2 and 

H3K9me3 should be decreased in our cell lines after treatment with verticillin A.  We 

therefore treated our human colon cancer cell lines with increasing concentrations of 

verticillin A, obtained acidic extracts, and performed Western blotting with anti-H3K9me2 

and anti-H3K9me3 antibodies.  We observed decreased levels of di- and tri-methylated 

H3K9 residues in both cell lines after treatment with verticillin A (Figure 21B), which 

suggests verticillin A treatment can specifically inhibit this histone modification.   
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Figure 21. Verticillin A is a selective HMTase inhibitor. A. Verticillin A was tested in a 

10-dose IC50 with 3-fold serial dilutions for the indicated recombinant HMTases, using 3H-

S-adenosyl-methionine as substrate and EZH1 as a negative control.  Graph shows one 

representative assay of three independent assays.  B. LS411N and SW620 cells were treated 

with verticillin A at 0, 20, or 50 nM for 2 days.  Cells were lysed and acidic extracts were 

prepared.  Western blot analysis was performed using antibodies specific for H3K9me2, 

H3K9me3, or H3 (control).  
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Genome-wide profiling of H3K9me3 and gene expression correlations. 

To determine how H3K9me3 enrichment may be linked to 5-FU chemoresistance, we used 

ChIP-sequencing to determine which genes may be silenced by H3K9 methylation in 

human colon carcinoma cell lines, particularly those resistant to standard chemotherapy.  

We obtained chromatin fragments from LS411N-5FU-R cells (with duplicate samples) and 

performed ChIP using anti-H3K9me3 antibody; the immunoprecipitated chromatin 

fragments were analyzed using a High-Seq 2500 system.  The fragments were sequenced 

to determine areas of enrichment.  Approximately 36 million sequence reads were 

generated and mapped to the human genome, with approximately 8000 peaks indicating 

areas of H3K9me3 enrichment (Figure 22A). 

 

To determine how verticillin A can promote cancer cell apoptosis through inhibition of 

H3K9 methylation, we used DNA microarray to determine which genes are differentially 

expressed after treatment with verticillin A in colon carcinoma cell lines.  After performing 

statistical analysis using ANOVA (p < 0.01), intensity changes (≤ 1.5 fold), and minimum 

expression intensity (≥ 1.5), we functionally grouped genes for which the expression levels 

were significantly changed compared to untreated cells.  We identified 820 genes with 

differential expression between treated and untreated groups.  We show here that verticillin 

A alters expression of genes associated with apoptosis and cell cycle (Figure 22B).  This 

dataset is available in the NCBI GEO database (accession number: GSE 51262).   
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Figure 22. Genome-wide expression analysis of H3K9me3-bound DNA fragments.  A. 

Native chromatin fragments were obtained from LS411N-5FU-R cells.  ChIP was 

performed with anti-H3K9me3 antibody.  Immunoprecipitated fragments were sequenced 

with Hi-Seq 2500 and mapped to the human genome.  Shown are two independent ChIP-

Seq experiments (p<0.01).  B. LS411N-5FU-R cells were treated with verticillin A.  Gene 

expression was then analyzed using Human Gene 2.0ST array and Affymetrix GeneChip.  

Genes with 1.5 fold expression change were functionally grouped according to biological 

process. 
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FAS is silenced by H3K9 trimethylation at the promoter region.  

As a complementary approach, we then analyzed the data obtained in Figures 22A and 22B 

for individual gene expression.  We determined FAS was both differentially expressed in 

verticillin A-treated cells (as per microarray data) and shown to have H3K9me3 enrichment 

at its promoter region (as per ChIP-Seq data). Analysis of Chromosome 10 after ChIP-Seq 

analysis shows two areas of the FAS promoter may be regulated by H3K9me3 (Figure 23).  

We validated this finding by performing conventional ChIP with anti-H3K9me3 antibodies 

and chromatin fragments from 5FU-resistant human colon carcinoma cells.  We performed 

PCR using primers for the promoter regions indicated by arrows and determined H3K9me3 

is associated with the FAS promoter.  As noted from our DNA microarray data, FAS 

expression is up-regulated after inhibition of H3K9me3 with verticillin A treatment.   

 

To determine how FAS silencing may be associated with colon carcinoma progression 

and/or resistance to treatment, we used flow cytometry to analyze Fas expression in 

primary (SW480) and metastatic (SW620) colon carcinoma cell lines (Figure 24A).  

Similarly, we obtained RNA from SW480 and SW620 cells and performed quantitative 

RT-PCR using Fas-specific primers.  We observed significantly lower levels of Fas mRNA 

in the SW620 cells compared to the SW480 cells (Figure 24B).  Decreased Fas expression 

may therefore be one mechanism by which colon cancer cells progress to a more metastatic 

phenotype.   

 

To determine further how FAS silencing may be associated with cancer progression, we 

used ChIP with anti-H3K9me3 antibodies and subsequent quantitative RT-PCR using 
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primers specific to the two areas of the FAS promoter region earlier identified (Figure 

Figure 23) to analyze the levels of H3K9me3 at the FAS promoter region in both SW480 

and SW620 cell lines (Figure 24C).  SW620 cells show higher enrichment of H3K9me3 at 

the FAS promoter regions than the opposing primary cell line, indicating that H3K9me3-

mediated transcriptional regulation may determine FAS silencing, particularly in more 

progressive colon cancer cells. 

 

 

Figure 23. H3K9me3 is enriched at specific regions of the FAS promoter in metastatic 

colon carcinoma cells.  ChIP-Seq analyzed LS411N-5FU-R chromatin samples (as 

described in Figure 19) were uploaded into the UCSC genome browser.  Shown is 

chromosome 10.  FAS is indicated by a single red line.  H3K9me3 enrichment is indicated 

by red arrows.  Enrichment of H3K9me3 at these regions in the FAS promoter was 

validated by ChIP with H3K9me3-specific antibody and PCR using FAS promoter primers 

specific to the indicated regions (shown at bottom). 
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Figure 24. Fas expression in colon carcinoma cells.  A. Triplicate samples of SW480 

(primary) and SW620 (metastatic) human colon carcinoma cells were stained with anti-

IgG or anti-Fas antibodies and analyzed by flow cytometry.  Mean fluorescent intensity 

was quantified.  B.  RNA was isolated from SW480 and SW620 cells.  Quantitative RT-

PCR was performed with triplicate wells using FAS-specific primers.  C. Chromatin 

fragments were obtained from SW480 and SW620 cells and ChIP was performed using 

anti-H3K9me3 antibody.  PCR was performed using two FAS promoter primers for the 

regions indicated in Figure 23. 
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Verticillin A inhibits H3K9me3 at the FAS promoter and restores Fas cell surface 

protein expression. 

We have shown that H3K9me3 regulates FAS expression in human colon carcinoma cell 

lines, and that verticillin A can inhibit H3K9me3 and restore gene expression.  Our next 

aim was to determine if verticillin A can promote the immune response against cancer cells 

through upregulation of Fas, thereby promoting cancer cell apoptosis and possibly 

overcoming colon carcinoma resistance to 5-FU therapy.  We first used ChIP to determine 

if verticillin A could definitively inhibit H3K9me3 at the FAS promoter region.  SW620 

cells were treated with or without verticillin A for two days and chromatin was obtained 

from each cell group.  ChIP was performed using anti-H3K9me3 antibodies and 

quantitative RT-PCR was performed using primers for the FAS promoter regions 

mentioned earlier.  Our results show that the levels of H3K9me3-bound FAS promoter 

regions are significantly lower after verticillin A treatment, indicating that verticillin A 

effectively inhibits H3K9me3 at the FAS promoter region (Figure 25A).  We would 

therefore expect to see a corresponding increase in Fas protein expression after inhibition 

of H3K9me3.  We therefore used flow cytometry to confirm that verticillin A increases 

cell surface Fas expression in human colon cancer cell lines, specifically cell lines that have 

developed a resistance to conventional chemotherapy (5-FU).  We show here that treatment 

of LS411N-5FU-R and SW620-5FU-R cell lines with verticillin A does increase cell 

surface Fas expression compared to the control samples (Figure 25B). 
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Figure 25. Verticillin A increases Fas expression in colon carcinoma cells.  LS411N-

5FU-R and SW620-5FU-R cells were treated with or without verticillin A (20nM) for 

two days.  Cells were stained with anti-IgG or anti-Fas fluorescent antibodies and 

analyzed using flow cytometry.  The MFI was graphed and indicated in the right panel; 

statistical significance was determined using a t test.  Column: mean; bar: standard 

deviation. 
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SUV39H1, SUV39H2, and G9a/GLP cooperate to mediate H3K9 trimethylation. 

To further validate the hypothesis that histone methylation is a primary mechanism of Fas 

silencing and subsequent cancer progression, we used RNA interference to knockdown 

expression of the specific HMTs shown to be inhibited by verticillin A.  We used 

quantitative PCR to confirm efficient silencing of these HMTs in SW620-5-FU-R cells 

(Figure 26A).  We also used Western blotting to determine if H3K9me3 levels were 

changed upon silencing these HMTs and saw decreases in H3K9me3 for each transfection 

group (Figure 26B).  We then analyzed Fas expression (using two different primers for 

Fas) when each HMT was silenced.  We observed that silencing any one HMT had minimal 

effect on Fas expression compared to the scrambled siRNA control (Figure 26C).  We 

therefore tested Fas expression in SW620-5FU-R cells transfected with siRNA (200nM 

each) against all three HMTs combined (Figure 26D) using quantitative RT-PCR.  When 

all three HMTs are silenced, Fas expression is increased approximately five-fold over the 

scrambled siRNA control sample.  We therefore conclude that G9a, SUV39H1, and 

SUV39H2 serve redundant functions in Fas silencing, and that when expression of one is 

reduced, the other HMTs act in a compensatory manner to promote histone methylation at 

the FAS promoter region in human colon carcinoma cells. 
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Figure 26. H3K9me3 mediates Fas silencing in metastatic human colon cancer cells.  

A. SW620-5-FU-R cells were treated with siRNA against the indicated HMT for 24 

hours.  RNA was extracted and quantitative RT-PCR was used to analyze indicated HMT 

expression.  B. SW620-5-FU-R cells were treated with siRNA against the indicated 

HMTs for 24 hours.  Cells were lysed and acidic extracts were prepared.  Western 

blotting was performed using antibodies specific for H3K9me3 residues, using anti-H3 

antibodies as a control.  C. RNA from cells as treated in Panel A was used for 

quantitative RT-PCR to determine Fas expression when the indicated HMTs were 

silenced.  Two separate Fas primers were used (see Table 1).  D. SW620-5-FU-R cells 

were treated for 24 hours with either scrambled (200nM) or G9a, SUV39H1, and 

SUV39H2 siRNA combined (200nM each).  RNA was isolated and quantitative RT-PCR 

was used to determine Fas expression using two Fas primers.  
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The Fas/FasL pathway functions to control tumor growth in vivo. 

We have shown that H3K9me3 regulates Fas expression in human colon carcinoma cell 

lines, and that inhibition of H3K9me3 via treatment with verticillin A—a selective HMT 

inhibitor—may restore Fas expression.  Our next aim was to determine if verticillin A can 

promote the immune response against cancer cells through upregulation of Fas, thereby 

promoting cancer cell apoptosis through T cell activity.  To do this, we first determined the 

importance of the Fas-FasL effector mechanism in controlling tumor growth.  We injected 

CT26 mouse colon carcinoma cells subcutaneously into BALB/C mice, using tumor-free 

mice as a control group.  After tumor development, we sacrificed the mice and harvested 

the tumors.  We used flow cytometry to determine the expression of FasL on tumor-

infiltrating T cells, and show here that CD8+ T cells express high levels of FasL (compared 

to CD8+ T cells in the spleens of tumor-free mice) in response to tumor (Figure 27A).  We 

next used a complementary mouse model of Fas ligand deficiency.  We injected Colon26 

mouse colon carcinoma cells into the colon cecal walls of WT and Faslgld (FasL – 

generalized lymphoproliferative disease) mice.  Homozygous Faslgld mice have defective 

function of FasL due to a T-to-C point mutation in the coding sequence (240).  We 

sacrificed the mice, harvested the colons, and measured the tumors (Figure 27B).  We show 

here that FasL-deficient mice have a much poorer anti-tumor response than WT mice, 

validating the role of the Fas-FasL pathway in anti-cancer immune surveillance. 
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Figure 27. Colon tumor growth control in vivo requires FasL.  A. CT26 colon cancer 

cells were injected subcutaneously into BALB/C mice.  After tumor development, tumors 

were harvested, digested, and stained with anti-CD8a and anti-FasL fluorescent 

antibodies.  Splenocytes from tumor-free BALB/C mice were used as a control.  Samples 

were analyzed using flow cytometry and percentages of CD8+FasL+ cells are shown.  B. 

Colon26 cells were surgically implanted into the cecal walls of WT BALB/C or FasLgld 

mice.  Mice were sacrificed after 30 days and tumor sizes were measured.  
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Verticillin A sensitizes metastatic human colon carcinoma cells to FasL-induced 

apoptosis. 

We then investigated the efficiency of verticillin A in enhancing the Fas-FasL pathway and 

promoting FasL-induced cancer cell death.  We particularly wanted to determine the 

efficiency of using verticillin A as a histone methylation inhibitor in comparison to other 

drugs that work via epigenetic mechanisms, such as DNMT or HDAC inhibitors.  We 

therefore treated 5-FU-resistant human colon carcinoma cells with or without FasL, and 

with a DNMT inhibitor (Decitabine), an HDAC inhibitor (Vorinostat), or verticillin A.  We 

then stained the cells with propidium iodide (PI) and Annexin V (AV) and used flow 

cytometry to determine cellular apoptosis (Figures 28 and 29).  We observed that verticillin 

A sensitizes the 5-FU-R colon cancer cell lines to FasL treatment more efficiently than 

Decitabine or Vorinostat.  To confirm that this sensitization occurs through a Fas-

dependent process, we transfected SW620-5-FU-R cells with siRNA specific to Fas.  We 

confirmed efficient silencing of Fas, then treated these cells and non-transfected cells with 

FasL and verticillin A.  We compared the cells that were transfected with Fas siRNA to 

those that were transfected with scrambled siRNA, and saw that the efficiency of verticillin 

A in sensitizating cells to FasL-mediated apoptosis was greatly reduced when Fas was 

silenced.  We therefore conclude that verticillin A inhibits H3K9me3 to restore Fas 

expression, thereby promoting the Fas-FasL pathway and sensitizing cells to FasL-

mediated apoptosis both in vivo and in vitro. 
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Figure 28.  Verticillin A efficiently sensitizes 5-FU-resistant colon carcinoma cells to 

FasL-induced apoptosis.  A. LS411N-5FU-R and SW620-5FU-R cells were cultured with 

Decitabine (0.5 M), Vorinostat (0.5 M), or verticillin A (20 nM) with or without FasL 

(250ng/mL) for two days.  Floating and adherent cells were harvested, stained with 

Annexin V (AV) and propidium iodide (PI), and analyzed using flow cytometry.  Shown 

is one representation of triplicate samples for each treatment group.  B. Samples from Panel 

A were analyzed using flow cytometry.  PI+, AV+, and PI+AV+ events were sorted into 

gated regions.  The percentage of apoptotic cells were quantified and graphed as net 

difference of %AV+ treated and untreated cells.  The percentage of apoptotic cell death was 

quantified as %PI+AV+ treated and untreated cells between groups. 
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Verticillin A exhibits low liver toxicity in vivo. 

We have shown that H3K9me3 silences Fas expression in colon carcinoma cells, and that 

this can promote tumor growth.  We have also shown that verticillin A can overcome 5-

FU-resistance and increase Fas expression in vivo.  Furthermore, our results demonstrate 

that verticillin A is more effective at inducing 5-FU colon cancer cell apoptosis in 

combination with FasL than Decitabine or Vorinostat.  To determine if verticillin A could 

have clinical relevance as a potential adjuvant therapy to increase the efficacy of 

chemotherapy, we tested whether verticillin A treatments would have toxic effects in vivo.  

We obtained blood samples from each mouse that was treated with or without 5-FU and/or 

verticillin A from Figure 18 and collected the serum.  Serum samples were then sent to the 

Georgia Veterinary Diagnostic Labs at the University of Georgia for liver toxicity analysis.  

ALP, ALT, AST, cholesterol, bilirubin, and total protein levels were analyzed (Table 3).  

Based on these results, an efficacious dose of verticillin A exhibits minimal liver toxicity 

in vivo. 
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Table III.  Verticillin A exhibits minimal liver toxicity in vivo.  Blood samples were 

obtained from tumor-bearing mice treated with 5-FU (n=5), verticillin A (n=5), or both 5-

FU and verticillin A (n=3) (see Figure 18) two days after the last treatment.  Serum was 

analyzed for the indicated protein levels and compared to serum samples from untreated 

control mice (n=3).  ALP: alkaline phosphatase; ALT: alanine aminotransferase; AST: 

aspartate aminotransferase.
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IV. DISCUSSION 
 

1. Characterizing Colon Cancer Stem Cells 

Chemoresistance is one of the most significant aspects of colon cancer recurrence and 

patient mortality.  Determining how colon cancer cells can become resistant to therapy 

and how this chemoresistance can be overcome to induce tumor cell death is thus one of 

the key aspects of colon cancer research and drug development.  Our first specific aim 

was to characterize the cells that can tolerate high doses of 5-FU therapy and elucidate 

the molecular mechanisms of acquired chemoresistance.  We performed experiments to 

determine what specific subsets of cells were enriched after 5-FU therapy so that these 

cells could be specifically targeted with therapies that function through different 

mechanisms compared to 5-FU or radiation therapy.  To this end, we developed two 5-

FU-resistant human colon carcinoma cells lines from parent cell lines, SW620 and 

LS411N.  We confirmed these cells were resistant to 5-FU therapy. 

 

As one currently prevalent theory of colon cancer chemoresistance is the idea of CSC 

enrichment, we initially hypothesized that our 5-FU-R cell lines would be comprised of a 

larger population of CSCs compared to the parent cell line.  We thus attempted to 

determine if commonly-used CSC markers, including CD133 and CD44, were enriched 

in our 5-FU-R cell lines.  We saw that CD133+ cells were consistently more numerous in 

both 5-FU-R cell lines compared to the parent cell lines.  However, we did not observe 

consistent CD44 upregulation across both cell lines.  We thus could not link CD44 

enrichment with our 5-FU-R subset of interest.  We therefore focused on CD133 
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expression following 5-FU treatment.  We had thus far focused on 5-FU treatments in 

cell lines.  However, in vitro experiments do not necessarily correlate with clinical 

phenomena, and gene/protein expression can differ greatly in particular cell lines 

compared to patient tissues.  We therefore obtained colon tumor tissue from patients who 

had or had not received 5-FU therapy, and saw significantly higher CD133 expression in 

a majority of patients who had received 5-FU chemotherapy compared to those who had 

not.  With our cell line and human tumor tissue models, we concluded CD133 enrichment 

is linked to 5-FU chemotherapy resistance. 

 

Based on these results, we hypothesized CD133+ cells should be more resistant to 5-FU 

chemotherapy.  However, our MTT results did not support this hypothesis, as CD133+ 

were as sensitive to high doses of 5-FU as the parent cell lines.  Previous studies have 

suggested that approximately only one in 262 CD133+ human colon cancer cells actually 

resembles colon CSCs (83).  We therefore modified our hypothesis to account for this, 

and instead experimented to determine what specific subset of CD133+ cells represent 5-

FU-R colon cancer cells.  To this end, we performed DNA microarray to compare sorted 

CD133+ cells with our established 5-FU-resistant lines.  The rationale was that genes that 

were more highly expressed in the 5-FU-R lines could represent markers for the subset of 

cells within CD133+ cells that were representative of CSCs, and vice versa.  Our results 

presented many interesting gene targets that were linked with EMT, apoptosis, and cell 

cycle.  CD24 has been extensively studies as a CSC marker in a variety of tissue models; 

however, whether high or low CD24 expression correlates with CSC enrichment is still 

controversial.  Our results showed that CD24 expression is actually lower in 5-FU-R cells 
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compared to the sorted CD133+ cells, suggesting that enrichment of CD24lo cells may be 

characteristic of acquired drug resistance and related CSC enrichment.  We therefore 

sorted CD133+CD24lo cells, hypothesizing that these cells were more representative of 5-

FU-resistant subsets based on our DNA microarray data.  As expected, we saw that 

CD133+CD24lo cells were more resistant to 5-FU therapy than CD133+ cells alone.  

Similarly, 5-FU-R cells contained a subpopulation of CD133+CD24lo cells that were not 

observed in the parent cell lines or the CD133+ sorted cells.  We also used tumor sphere 

assays to determine if these potential CSCs were more capable of forming spheres.  We 

wondered if CD24 expression alone could account for this marked difference in 5-FU 

resistance and sorted CD24hi and CD24lo cells from parent cell lines to test their 

resistance to 5-FU using cell viability assays.  We saw little to no difference in 5-FU 

resistance between the two sorted groups, and cannot determine whether CD24 

expression alone accounts for 5-FU resistance.  However, when we tested the expression 

of vimentin in the two groups of CD24-sorted cells, we observed much higher vimentin 

expression in the CD24lo cells than in the CD24hi cells.  This suggests that CD24 does 

account for some difference in function in colon cancer cells; CD24lo cells may represent 

a mesenchymal population of colon cancer cells.  We also tested the levels of ALDH, as 

this enzyme has been associated with higher metabolic rates of tumors and has been 

studied in association with colon cancer cells.  We saw significantly higher expression of 

ALDH in both sets of CD133+CD24lo cells, suggesting this cell subset is correlated with 

increased metabolic activity.  However, ALDH levels were not consistently higher in 

both of our 5-FU-R cell lines.  The link between ALDH and chemoresistance warrants 

further investigation 
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In our studies, we have identified CD133+CD24lo cells as a subset of human colon 

carcinoma cells that phenotypically and functionally resemble 5-FU-resistant cells.  We 

have also linked these cells to CSCs and conclude that 5-FU treatment preferentially 

targets non-CSCs, leaving CD133+CD24lo CSCs to proliferate and continue cell growth.  

Our results open up many more questions, however, as well as the opportunity for future 

studies into the link between 5-FU-resistance and CSC enrichment in colon cancer 

models.  CSCs are considered by most to be cancer-initiating cells (C-ICs); the 

implication with this term is that a small number of these cells should be able to initiate 

tumor growth in vivo.  Previous studies have used limited dilution assays to determine if 

particular subsets of cells could truly be considered C-ICs.  Future studies from our 

research could thus include limited dilution assays with our different human colon 

carcinoma cell subsets.  We began development of an in vivo mouse model to determine 

optimal cell concentrations and timepoints.  We first attempted to inject different 

dilutions of SW620 5-FU-R cells orthotopically into the colon cecal walls of NOD.SCID 

immunodeficient mice.  However, this experiment was technically challenging and we 

did not observe efficient tumor development in these mice.  We then injected varying 

dilutions of SW620 cells into the spleens of NOD.SCID mice, and saw more consistent 

tumor growth, even at lower cell concentrations (Figure 29).  For our future studies into 

CSCs, we would thus propose to continue these limited dilution assays with 5-FU-R, 

CD133+CD24lo, and parent cell lines.  We would hypothesize that 5-FU-R and 

CD133+CD24lo will initiate tumor growth at much lower cell numbers than the parent cell 

lines due to the enrichment of CSCs.   
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Another relatively new way of identifying CSCs is with side-population analysis (241, 

242).  Side populations are subsets of cancer cells that exhibit particular phenotypes when 

stained with Hoechst and analyzed using flow cytometry to determine Hoechst exclusion.  

Hoechst staining could therefore be used to determine if our cellular subsets are 

consistent with previous findings that find side populations to be correlated with drug 

resistance and tumor progenitor cells.  Many other markers have been associated with 

CSCs as previously mentioned, but may have not been linked with colon CSCs 

specifically.  Lgr5 is a colon-specific stem cell marker that may be linked with CSCs.  

Our DNA microarray data indicated increased expression of Lgr5 in CD133+ cells 

compared to 5-FU-R cells; this finding would suggest Lgr5+ cells may not be correlated 

with CSC populations.  Nevertheless, the link between Lgr5 and CSCs should be 

investigated further.  We have begun development of a mouse model in which Lgr5-

expressing cells are linked to GFP expression.  This model could thus be used to 

determine if Lgr5+ cell numbers are increased following 5-FU chemotherapy. 

 

While our studies determined CD133 and CD24 represented suitable markers for 

chemoresistant CSCs, we have not yet determined whether these extracellular proteins 

possess molecular function in chemoresistance or development of a CSC phenotype.  We 

have shown that CD24lo cells express significantly higher levels of vimentin.  As CD24 is 

an extracellular membrane, it may be involved in cell adhesion, particularly in 

differentiated cells.  When CD24 is low, the cells may present with a more mesenchymal 

phenotype.  The function of CD133 and CD24 should be investigated further to 
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determine if these proteins are necessary for CSC enrichment.  Other future studies could 

include whether 5-FU treatment actually increases or enriches the numbers of these 

CSCs.  We have performed experiments with short-term, high-dose treatments of 5-FU, 

and saw no significant change in the expression of CD133 or CD24.  We therefore 

believe 5-FU is selectively enriching these cells after long-term treatments and not 

necessarily increasing expression of these markers. 

 

Figure 29.  Limited dilution assay with intrasplenic SW620 cell injections.  SW620 cells 

were injected orthotopically into the spleens of NOD.SCID mice at concentrations of 1E4 

(n=3), 5E4 (n=3), or 3E6 (n=3) cells per 20 L per mouse.  Tumors were allowed to grow 

for 30 days, after which the mice were sacrificed and spleens harvested.  Each row 

represents a group of mice that received the indicated concentration of cells. 
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2. Epigenetic Mechanisms of Chemoresistance 

For our second specific aim, we performed experiments to test the mechanisms of 5-FU 

chemoresistance.  We first tested the ability of a drug called verticillin A to induce cell 

death in 5-FU resistant cells, and saw that this compound was particularly efficacious in 

combination with 5-FU treatment, both in a cultured cell model and in an in vivo tumor-

bearing mouse model.  We thus endeavored to determine the mechanism by which 

verticillin A acts to induce cell death.  We initially tested the ability of the drug to inhibit 

DNMT enzyme activity, but saw no changes in the enzyme activity of DNMT1, 3a, or 

3b.  However, when we tested verticillin A in vitro against HMTs, four HMTs (G9a, 

GLP, SUV39H1, and SUV39H2) were found to be specifically inhibited.  We also 

demonstrated inhibition of H3K9me3 using Western blotting analysis using sublethal 

doses of verticillin A in 5-FU-R cell lines.  We thus concluded that verticillin A is a 

specific HMT inhibitor.  To determine how H3K9me3 may be linked to colon cancer 

development, we performed ChIP on LS411N-5-FU-R cells using an anti-H3K9me3 

antibody and looked for areas of H3K9me3 enrichment in the genome.  We also used 

DNA microarray to determine which genes were differentially expressed after treatment 

with verticillin A.  We determined that the FAS promoter region had two areas of 

H3K9me3 binding and that Fas expression was increased after verticillin A treatment.  

We also used flow cytometry to determine that treatment with verticillin A increases Fas 

protein expression in human colon carcinoma cells. 

 

However, treatment with verticillin A alone can also effectively induce apoptosis.  Our 

discovery that verticillin A can increase Fas protein levels in otherwise Fas-deficient cell 
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lines and/or mouse models does not necessarily account for the ability of verticillin A to 

overcome 5-FU-resistance and induce cell death.  While our results show that verticillin 

A can improve FasL-mediated cell death of human colon carcinoma cells, our in vivo 

experiments, in which 5-FU-R-tumor-bearing mice exhibited decreased tumor growth 

when treated with a combination of 5-FU and verticillin A (Figure 18), were performed 

in athymic mice.  These mice lack T cells, which are the primary mediators of FasL-

induced cell death in vivo.  Mice that lack T cells, and therefore lack FasL+ cells, cannot 

be expected to have improved anti-tumor immune surveillance through the Fas/FasL 

pathway; even if Fas expression is increased on the tumor cell surface, binding of FasL to 

the Fas receptor must occur in order to induce cell death intrinsically within the tumor 

cell.  We can therefore conclude that the finding that verticillin A can promote anti-

cancer immune surveillance through inhibition of H3K9me3 and subsequent up-

regulation of Fas cannot be the only mechanism by which verticillin A overcomes 5-FU-

resistance to induce colon cancer cell death.  Future studies from this project could 

include more mechanistic experiments to determine other pathways by which verticillin 

A acts to promote apoptosis.  For instance, previous research has already shown that 

verticillin A can increase expression of pro-apoptotic genes, such as BNIP3 (238).  Future 

studies could focus on whether verticillin A increases or decreases expression of genes 

that are differentially expressed in 5-FU-R or CD133+CD24lo cell lines compared to the 

parent cell line.  This would provide a solid basis for understanding the epigenetic 

mechanisms of CSCs specifically.   
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In addition, verticillin A may be inducing cell death through cell cycle arrest.  We have 

investigated cell cycle arrest in LS411N and LS411N-5-FU-R cells that were treated with 

verticillin A, and found that both cell lines showed greater numbers of cells in the G2 

phase of the cell cycle after treatment (Figure 30).  This result supports data from our 

DNA microarray of verticillin A-treated cells which indicates some genes that showed 

increased expression after treatment with verticillin A were involved in cell cycle 

modulation (Figure 22B).  These results could form the basis of a new study investigating 

the role of verticillin A in cell cycle progression and/or arrest.  Similarly, we have 

previously noticed that 5-FU-R cells proliferate more slowly than the parent cell lines.  

This is in concurrence with studies that have shown CSCs are more slowly-dividing.  

Proliferation and cell count assays could thus be useful to determine if verticillin A can 

specifically target genes associated with cell proliferation.   
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Figure 30.  Verticillin A induces cell cycle arrest in human colon carcinoma cells.  

LS411N and LS411N-5-FU-R cells were treated with 0, 20, or 50 nM verticillin A for 24 

hours.  Cells were harvested, stained with PI, and analyzed using flow cytometry.  A.  Peaks 

indicate G1 or G2 cell cycles.  B.  The percentages of cells in each cycle in Panel A were 

quantified, averaged (from triplicate samples), and graphed. 
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3. Epigenetic Mechanisms of Immunoresistance 

For our third specific aim, we investigated how inhibition of H3K9me3 via verticillin A 

treatment could increase Fas expression and sensitize colon carcinoma cells to FasL-

based treatment.  We confirmed the importance of the Fas/FasL pathway in vivo by 

comparing tumor growth in FasL-deficient and WT mice.  Mice that were deficient in 

FasL had much greater tumor growth than WT mice.  When colon cancer cells were 

cultured with verticillin A and FasL in combination, a significantly higher percentage of 

cells were shown to undergo apoptosis than treatment groups that received either 

verticillin A or FasL alone.  This result suggests that verticillin A effectively sensitizes 

colon cancer cells to FasL-mediated apoptosis.   However, the Fas/FasL pathway is not 

the only effector mechanism involved in anti-tumor immunity.  The perforin/granzyme B 

pathway also plays a pivotal role in T-cell mediated tumor cell death.  Future studies 

could therefore investigate whether epigenetic mechanisms exist to prevent this pathway 

from acting against immunoresistant CSCs.  Also, the tumor microenvironment includes 

particularly diverse cell populations.  We have shown the importance of T cells in 

controlling tumor growth.  However, immune regulatory cells, including Tregs and 

MDSCs, have been shown to accumulate in tumor-bearing mice and cancer patients.  

MDSCs have been shown to be resistant to Fas-mediated apoptosis (243).  Studies could 

be performed to investigate whether our conclusions for tumor cell-based Fas silencing 

are also true in MDSCs.  If so, verticillin A could be an effective treatment to induce 

MDSC apoptosis and inhibit MDSC accumulation in tumor-bearing models, thereby 

preventing MDSC-based inhibition of cytotoxic T cell anti-tumor activity.  Other 

epigenetic drugs could also have an impact on the immune population within the tumor 
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microenvironment.  To this end, we began studies to investigate whether epigenetic drugs 

could affect MDSC accumulation and/or apoptosis in tumor-bearing mice.  Our 

preliminary studies showed that only Decitabine effectively reduced the percentages of 

MDSCs within tumor-bearing mice, suggesting that DNA methylation may play a key 

role in MDSC accumulation.  However, treatment with verticillin A led to an increase in 

the number of dying MDSCs as indicated by DAPI+ staining; histone methylation may 

therefore effectively induce cell death of these myeloid cells.  Further studies could 

investigate the epigenetic mechanisms by which “pro-tumor” immune cells accumulate 

and/or are resistant to cell death. 

 

In conclusion, our studies have identified a particular subset of human colon carcinoma 

cells that are both 5-FU-resistant and resemble CSCs.  Overcoming the chemoresistance of 

these 5-FU-enriched cells could thus have great implications in preventing colon cancer 

recurrence in human patients.  To that end, we investigated the ability of verticillin A to 

overcome this CSC resistance to 5-FU-induced cell death.  We further investigated the 

mechanism by which verticillin A acts against colon cancer cells, and found that verticillin 

A inhibits H3K9me3, thereby restoring expression of genes normally silenced through 

histone methylation, such as Fas.  Verticillin A thus has great potential for use as a drug 

that acts through epigenetic mechanisms to overcome chemoresistance and 

immunoresistance, and prevent colon cancer progression.  
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Figure 31.  Epigenetic drugs have differential effects on MDSCs and apoptosis.   BALB/c 

mice were injected subcutaneously with CMS4-Met (2.5 x 105 cells/mouse) sarcoma 

cancer cells.  After 20 days, mice were treated with Decitabine, Vorinostat, verticillin A, 

or PBS as a control intravenously every day.  After 30 days, the mice were sacrificed, and 

tumors and spleens were harvested and digested into single cell suspensions.  Samples were 

stained with anti-CD11b and anti-Gr1 antibodies.  Samples were stained with DAPI to 

indicate cell death.  Samples were then analyzed with flow cytometry.  A.  Shown are 

representative dot plots from blood for each treatment group, indicating percentages of 

MDSCs (CD11b+Gr1+) or apoptosis of MDSCs (CD11b+Gr1+DAPI+).  B.  Values for each 

group were quantified. 
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V. SUMMARY 
 

1. CD133+CD24lo cells represent a subset of human colon 

carcinoma cells that are 5-FU-resistant CSCs. 

We have shown that CD133+CD24lo cells are enriched in our established 5-FU-resistant 

cell lines.  These cells are more resistant to 5-FU treatment and have greater potential to 

form tumor spheres in CSC conditions than the parent SW620 and LS411N cell lines.  We 

therefore have identified a population of cells that phenotypically and functionally 

resemble 5-FU-R colon CSCs. 

2. Verticillin A overcomes colon cancer resistance to 5-FU. 

We tested the efficacy of our drug of interest, verticillin A, in overcoming 5-FU resistance 

and inhibiting cell growth.  We found that verticillin A sensitizes colon cancer cells to 5-

FU treatment and induces colon carcinoma cell apoptosis. 

3. Verticillin A is a selective histone methyltransferase inhibitor. 

We found that verticillin A selectively inhibits HMTs G9a, GLP, SUV39H1, and 

SUV39H2, effectively preventing H3K9me3 and restoring expression of genes silenced 

through histone methylation. 

4. Inhibition of H3K9 trimethylation can restore FAS expression in 

colon carcinoma cells.
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We observed higher expression of Fas in colon cancer cells after treatment with verticillin 

A.  We found that verticillin A can sensitize cells to FasL-induced cell death and inhibit 

colon cancer proliferation.  We conclude that verticillin A has potential as an epigenetic 

drug that can overcome colon carcinoma resistance to chemotherapy and immunotherapy. 
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APPENDIX A: List of Commonly Used Abbreviations 
 

5-FU: 5-Fluorouracil 

5-FU-R: 5-Fluorouracil-Resistant 

AV: Annexin V 

CD: (i.e. CD133, CD44, etc.) Cluster of Differentiation 

C-IC: Cancer-Initiating Cell 

CSC: Cancer Stem Cell 

CTL: Cytotoxic T Lymphocyte 

DNMT: DNA Methyltransferase 

EGF: Epidermal Growth Factor 

EMT: Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition 

FasL: Fas Ligand 

FGF: Fibroblast Growth Factor 

H3K9me3: Histone 3, Lysine 9, trimethylated 

HAT: Histone Acetyltransferase 

HDAC: Histone Lysine Deacetylase 

HMT: Histone Methyltransferase 

mAB: Monoclonal Antibody 

MDSC: Myeloid-Derived Suppressor Cell 

MFI: Mean Fluorescent Intensity 

MTT: 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-2)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide 

PI: Propidium Iodide 

TF: Tumor-free 

TIL: Tumor-Infiltrating Lymphocyte 

Treg: T Regulatory Cell 

VA: Verticillin A 

WT: Wild-type 

 

 


